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1.- INTRODUCTION 

This section describes the background of the research study. The purpose and research 

questions are also presented. The section ends with the scope and limitations of the study 

carried out.  

1.1.- Background 

As a result of the increasing globalization of the world, the interest in cross-cultural 

management has emerged, becoming a significant research field. The business world 

environment is continuously changing and national economies are closely intertwined. 

Within this context, national boundaries have lost some of their significance. The playing 

field is no longer restricted to a concrete area but the whole planet. It seems that the current 

growth pattern and diversity of the number of enterprises operating across national 

boundaries will not be reversed in the years to come. Consequently, a greater attention in the 

academic research has been allocated to the area of cross-cultural management. 

From birth to death, social interactions are not isolated phenomena but events that are 

embedded within a cultural context (Engel & Blackwell, 1982). Therefore, it is undoubtedly 

true that culture possesses, directly or indirectly, a dominant influence on the values, 

personality and behaviour of the individuals (Kassim & Abdullah, 2010). Consequently, 

expectations, service encounters perceptions and the posterior evaluations are affected by 

the cultural background of the customer.  

However, even though both customer focused orientation in Quality Management and 

the importance of customer satisfaction are familiar concepts, a more cross-cultural approach 

in those areas has been claimed in the last few decades. Indeed, in order to establish 

consistent conclusions regarding how culture influences the service satisfaction experiences, 

more research studies are required (Winsted, 1997).  

The behavioural and ideological differences identified centuries ago remain 

observable despite the increased level of interaction between countries. In fact, despite the 

recent trend towards globalization and interdependence between countries, researchers 

suggest that the cultural diversity of the planet will remain intact for the foreseeable future 

(Hofstede et al., 2010).   

The benefits of achieving high customer satisfaction are innumerable. High customer 

satisfaction usually leads to price elasticity reduction. In other words, larger changes in the 

price of the service or the product in question will originate smaller amount of change in the 

quantity demanded. Moreover, satisfied customers not only help enhancing the image of the 

company but also strengthen the links with the current customers, reinforcing a relationship 

of trust and loyalty (Fornell, 1992; Tung 2010). In fact, previous studies have empirically 

proven the existence of a direct correlation between customer loyalty and profitability 

(Dawkins & Reichheld, 1990; Reichheld 1996). 
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Regarding Europe, a structural economic change toward a service society has also 

taken place, while the industry sector is moving to emerging countries such as China or 

India. 

In the 1990s, national customer satisfaction indexes emerged in response to the 

necessity of measuring the quality of the economic activity at a national level. Since then, 

they have been providing valuable information, enabling not only a comparison between 

industries but also between companies in the same field. Nevertheless, the need of a cross-

cultural approach regarding measuring customer satisfaction has been requested. Indeed, the 

European Performance Satisfaction Index (EPSI) rating model was established as an attempt 

to coordinate national customer satisfaction indices among European countries. The index, 

whose model is based on the SCSB and ACSI, is administered by the European Foundation 

for Quality Management (EFQM), European Organization for Quality (EOQ) and the 

International Foundation for Customer Focus (IFCF).  

Customer satisfaction measurement is typically done by using quantitative surveys. 

Nevertheless, even though customer evaluations are greatly influenced by the background 

of the respondent, i.e. their personal experiences and culture, (Ueltschy et al., 2007) the 

cultural bias is not contemplated in the analysis of results of these survey techniques. In other 

words, customers might rate their level of satisfaction vastly different. Even if the customer 

service is similar, the cultural background and their own experiences influence their 

perceptions. Her results lend additional support to the urgency of considering culture in the 

analysis of the results from customer satisfaction ratings. In fact, culture might have greater 

influence on the degree of satisfaction regarding customer experiences than the service 

provided or the product itself (Boshoff & Gray, 2004). This argument may explain the 

unexpected results obtained in cross-country satisfaction studies, such as the European 

Satisfaction Performance Index. Consequently, the cultural influence on the customer 

satisfaction results should not be underestimated.  

Due to the fact that the way individuals describe their customer experiences is greatly 

influenced by their cultural background, the validity of comparing the results obtained in 

classical cross-country studies is questionable (Chevalier & Fielding, 2011). Nevertheless, 

it has been claimed that a new survey methodology could help comparing incomparable 

survey responses. The use of anchoring vignettes is suggested (King et al., 2004) to improve 

the cross-cultural comparability of measurement in survey research.  

1.2.- Purpose and research questions 

The main purpose of this research work is to analyse how culture influence customer 

satisfaction. Moreover, the aim of this project is to determine the suitability of the use of a 

new survey methodology, anchoring vignettes, in order to achieve more comparable results 

in the studies involving customer satisfaction across cultures.  
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The following research questions are brought forward accordingly: 

 What are the possibilities and limitations of using anchoring vignettes as a 

general survey method? 

 Specifically, what is the potential of this methodology in the context of 

customer satisfaction? 

 Specifically, could the cultural bias in cross-cultural management studies be 

solved by using this survey instrument? 

In this research, a pilot test is conducted in the context of mobile phone operators in 

Sweden and Spain, two European countries which are significantly different in cultural 

terms. More specifically, the scope of the analysis is focused on university students. Both 

the development and testing of the vignettes are fundamental prerequisites to perform the 

pilot study. 

The results may provide valuable information not only about the potential use of 

anchoring vignettes but also contribute to a better understanding of cross-cultural differences 

in customer satisfaction. A deeper knowledge regarding the impact of culture on the 

customer’s behaviour would lead to an enhancement of overall customer satisfaction. 

Furthermore, it would enable a customization of the services and the products provided 

based on the cultural differences identified in customers’ requirements (Vilares & Cohelo, 

2003). Considering customer as an abstract term, treating culturally diverse customers 

indiscriminately should be done with caution. This ethnocentric vision of the world often 

leads to suboptimal economic choices and failures in foreign markets (Khan et al., 2009). 

Up to now, EPSI, the inspiration of this research work, has been put into practise in 

several industries such as banking, energy, public administration, insurance and mobile 

phone operators, the field of this study. Therefore, conclusions might be drawn regarding 

the cultural influence in the European Performance Satisfaction Index results. 

1.3.- Design and scope of the study 

The validity of comparing cross country results using classical survey questionnaires 

is called into question (Khan et al., 2009). Traditional customer satisfaction survey 

methodologies do not consider the cultural bias in the survey result.  Therefore, the main 

purpose of this research work is to identify how the cultural background differences 

influence customer satisfaction. 

The results from previous cross-country studies showed that common patterns can be 

identified in the way customers from a certain nationality interpret survey constructs (Khan 

et al., 2009). A comparative study performed in Japan and USA, revealed some general 

similarities and disparities, related with specific characteristic of each culture, in the way 

individuals assess their customer experiences.  
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 Generally, conceptual models and research methodologies are created within a 

specific cultural framework. Consequently, it has been claimed the risk of inconsistency of 

directly applying these techniques in cross-cultural research studies without any previous 

adjustment (Khan et al.,2009). On the other hand, merely the use of different methodologies 

may increase the variability in the data results. Therefore, new research approaches are 

required to make valid cross-cultural comparisons.  

In this research study, a new methodology based on anchoring vignettes (King et al., 

2004) is developed and tested as an alternative to fulfil the both requirements mentioned 

above. Both the possibilities and limitations of the use of anchoring vignettes are 

investigated, specifically testing the methodology for measuring customer satisfaction 

among university students. Furthermore, the American Customer Satisfaction Index model 

constitutes the theoretical framework of the development of the customer satisfaction study. 

Regarding the structure of the research study, four different main phases are conducted: 

1. The development of vignettes.  

2. The testing of vignettes suitability in the context of Swedish and international 

students at Linköping University.  

3. Final test with students from two vastly culturally different European countries: 

Sweden and Spain.  

4. Analysis of the results. 
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Due to the limited time resources, the scope of this Master Thesis only covers the pilot 

study, a full study is required in further research. The final pilot study is limited to Spanish 

and Swedish university students. The testing of the vignettes is carried out at the Linköping 

University whereas the final pilot study is carried out also with the collaboration of the 

University of Oviedo. In the final pilot study, not only the vignettes but also traditional self-

assessment questions are included in the questionnaire. Moreover, whereas the testing of the 

vignettes is carried out in English, the final pilot study is conducted in both Spanish and 

Swedish languages. In fact, language is a distinctive cultural feature (Hofstede, 2001), which 

affects the cognitive process. Therefore, merely the use of language or the translation 

procedures in this research study are one of the problematic points since even the cultural 

background of the researcher has an influence on the results. 

One of the main limitations of this study is the fact that national cultures nowadays are 

very heterogeneous. Therefore, country and culture should not be longer considered as 

equivalent terms. Currently, countries that could be regarded as culturally homogeneous, 

constitute an exception. Furthermore, as different cultures are mixed, new subcultures are 

formed within nations, based on religion, race, ethnicity or socioeconomic classes (Kassim 

& Abdullah, 2010). 

Figure 1. Development and testing of the vignette method, Project stages. 
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The obtained results are statistically analysed to identify the suitability of this method 

in the context of university students and customer satisfaction across countries. It is 

questioned whether this methodology provides more comparable results or not as well as 

both weak and strong points are identified. 
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2.- THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

This section describes the most relevant concepts concerning this research study. After 

an introduction of Quality Management practices and, the importance of both customer and 

culture in this concept; customer satisfaction concept is introduced. The most relevant 

customer satisfaction index models are presented, giving more attention to the ACSI model.  

The details about how culture influence customer satisfaction and individual’s 

perceptions are also described based on Hofstede’s cultural dimensions. Finally, anchoring 

vignettes, the new survey method analysed in this research, is explained.  

2.1.- Quality Management 

 The origins of Quality Management (QM) can be traced back in the 1920s. Since then, 

the implementation of QM practises has been contributing to the performance of a large 

number of enterprises. Concepts as Total Quality Management (TQM), Six Sigma or Lean 

Production have been gaining weight over the last decades. QM is a managerial approach 

that strives for quality excellence in all the areas of the organization, enhancing their 

performance. Bergman and Klefsjö (2010) define focus on customers, process approach, 

evidence-based decision making, continuous improvement, committed leadership and 

people engagement as the cornerstones of TQM.  

The most known and used standard in QM is ISO 9001, which establishes the 

requirements of a quality management system and is based on seven management principles. 

Customer focus is the first and the most important one. This is further supported by Merli 

(1990) as the company’s survival is governed by the customer.  

In other words, in the Total Quality Management approach, the customer is regarded 

as the centrepiece. Not only external customer but also internal customers are essential, 

determining respectively the quality of the product and the internal process, i.e. working 

environment. As Deming (1981) pointed out, customer focus implies not only meeting but 

exceeding customer’s requirements. Indeed, this customer orientation is also fundamental in 

the Lean philosophy, where value is defined from the final customer perspective (Womack 

& Jones, 1996). Consequently, measuring both internal and external customer satisfaction 

is of primary importance since it is considered “the ultimate measurement of quality” 

(Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010). Nowadays, many companies prioritise customer satisfaction, 

dedicating a lot of effort to this area.   
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2.2.- Customer Satisfaction 

The origins of customer satisfaction studies can be traced back to the 1960s, when 

some researchers (Cardozo, 1964; Howard & Sheth, 1969) begun to analyse the 

relationship between expectations and customer satisfaction. These studies can be regarded 

as the precursors of the paradigm of non-conformity of expectations (Parasuraman et al. 

,1988), one of the main fundamental theories in this research field.  

Two main conceptual approaches are found in the literature, transaction-specific and 

cumulative perspective (Boulding et al., 1993). 

In the first approach, customer satisfaction is regarded as the assessment or evaluation 

of a specific event, i.e. the purchase of a certain product or service at a given point in time 

(Hunt,1977). Therefore, customer satisfaction is defined by Oliver (2014) as follows: 

“Satisfaction is the consumer’s fulfilment response. It is a judgement that a product or 

service feature, or the product or service itself, provided (or is providing) a pleasurable level 

of consumption-related fulfilment, including levels of under-or overfulfillment”.  

On the other hand, cumulative customer satisfaction perspective is a global evaluation 

over a longer measurement period, considering not only the isolated transaction but also the 

consumption of the product or service concerned over time (Fornell, 1992; Johnson & 

Fornell, 1991). This cumulative perspective approach is the one that has been taken into 

account in this research work. 

Customer satisfaction is not only used externally but internally, i.e. within the 

company (Anderson et al., 2004). Internally it can be used to allocate resources more 

efficiently or develop promotion plans. Additionally, it provides information regarding the 

company’s performance (Anderson et al., 1997; McDougall & Levesque, 2000). On the 

other hand, customer satisfaction reveals valuable information, covering not only customers 

but also other stakeholders. 

There is a positive correlation between high quality and customer retention 

(Steenkamp, 1989), which favourably influences profitability. Customer satisfaction 

reveals valuable information regarding the economic performance of the enterprises’ past, 

present and future (Anderson, Fornell, and Lehmann, 1994). It has been claimed to be one 

of the most accurate indicators of the company’s expected profitability in the long term 

(Kotier, 1998). 

Within this context, the link between customer satisfaction and customer loyalty has 

been discussed by several studies (Anderson & Sullivan, 1993; Bearden & Teel, 1983; 

Oliver & Swan, 1989). Indeed, in an increasingly competitive business world, loyal 

customers have become key for ensuring the firm’s survival (Lam et al.,2004). Despite the 

fact that customer satisfaction is not an indispensable prerequisite to achieve customer 
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loyalty, it is extremely difficult to gain customer’s loyalty without having succeeded to 

previously achieve their satisfaction (Shoemaker & Lewis,1999). Nevertheless, there is a 

tendency of satisfied customers becoming loyal (Fornell, 1992).  

On the other hand, the compatibility between high customer satisfaction and high 

market share is not always clear. A negative relationship might arise as a consequence of the 

expansion of the customer base. It is more demanding to meet or exceed the needs and 

expectations of a larger amount of customers. (Anderson, Fornell, and Lehmann, 1994). 

Following “The exit-voice theory” (Hirschman, 1970) customers might express their 

dissatisfaction either via the exit option or the voice option. Therefore, enterprises should 

provide a suitable complaint managing system, giving the customers the opportunity to 

complain and therefore avoiding the silent loss of costumers. In addition, an efficient 

complaint managing system might strengthen the relationship with the customer, turning 

complaining customer into loyal customer.  

Finally, it is important to highlight that a long-term perspective is required when 

analysing the effectiveness of the efforts devoted to achieve higher quality and customer 

satisfaction. As highlighted in previous studies, a high degree of competitiveness among the 

companies of a certain industrial sector as well as a significant market differentiation lead to 

higher overall customer satisfaction levels (Fornell & Johnson, 1993). 

2.2.1.- Customer-based performance measure 

The importance of customer satisfaction in the actual business world is undeniable. 

Nevertheless, quantifying and measuring the satisfaction of the customers is not a 

straightforward issue. 

Customer satisfaction measurement can be defined as a “formalised, objective tool for 

assessing both external and internal customer satisfaction” (Vavra, 1997). The 

disconfirmation paradigm laid the foundations to numerous theoretical structures to measure 

customer satisfaction based on its antecedents. The underlying concept is that the degree of 

satisfaction is based on the level of conformation of the customer’s expectations (Smith & 

Houston, 1982). At the end of the 1980s, customer satisfaction started to be measured at a 

national level by using traditional surveys methodologies, which resulted in the creation of 

national customer satisfaction indices.  

Babin, Darden and Griffin (1994) proposed to evaluate buying experiences from a 

hedonistic and utilitarian approach, capturing both the subjective and objective perceptions 

of the consumer experience.  

 One of the main determinants of customer satisfaction is the degree of quality. Due to 

the distinctive features associated to services, a differentiation between product quality and 

service quality is required. The quality of goods is determined by several dimensions such 
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as appearance, reliability or durability (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010). Therefore, in the 

manufacturing industry, quality controls are performed to enhance the quality of the final 

product. An abundance of instruments and procedures, such as Quality Function Deployment 

(QFD) or Statistical Process Control (SPC) are employed to achieve quality in the processes.   

Nevertheless, due to the singular attributes of services, evaluating service quality is a 

much more complex process than evaluating the quality of physical goods. Several ways for 

measuring service quality has been proposed in the literature, with SERVQUAL being one 

of the most recognized models among researchers.  

2.2.1.1.- Gap model 

The SERVQUAL model, which was developed by Parasuraman et al. (1988), is 

placed among the most widely accepted quality service models.   

Five different gaps (Parasuraman et al., 1985) can be identified concerning service 

quality: consumer expectation-management perception gap, management perception-

service quality specification gap, service quality specifications-service delivery gap, service 

delivery-external communication gap, expected-service-perceived service gap. The first four 

gaps are associated to the service provider whereas the last one can be regarded as a function 

of the previous ones.  

Based on the fifth gap, ten different service dimensions were selected as the 

cornerstones of quality, which were later reduced to the following five attributes: tangibles, 

reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy. Service quality is evaluated in terms of 

the existence gap between expectations and service perceptions.  

2.2.2.- ACSI Model 

Within the framework of customer satisfaction measurement models, The American 

Customer Satisfaction Index is described as the most relevant to examine customer 

satisfaction. It is a cause and effect model which aims to investigate the relationships 

between both the antecedents and consequences of customer satisfaction. Its theoretical 

framework is illustrated in the figure below. On the left side of the diagram, the drivers of 

satisfaction can be identified, i.e. perceived quality, perceived value and customer 

satisfaction. All of these categories combined are the antecedents of customer satisfaction 

(ACSI), which constitutes the heart of the model. On the other hand, the outcomes of 

satisfaction are located on the right side of the diagram. More specifically, customer 

complaints and customer loyalty, including both customer retention and price tolerance 

(Angelova & Zekiri, 2011). 
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2.2.2.1.- Customer expectations 

Customer expectations are a measure of the customer’s quality predictions of the 

product or service provided. Expectations are set prior to the act of consumption and are 

mainly formed from the previous personal experiences with either the product or service in 

question. Additionally, external information, such as advertising or recommendations also 

have a great influence (Knutson et al., 2008). Therefore, expectations constitute a common 

reference point, facilitating the comparison between goods and services of different price 

levels (Oliver, 1980; Raaij, 1989). 

It is claimed that expectations are a fair reflection of the customers’ capacity of 

learning from their own experiences, since the previous acquired knowledge is continuously 

updated by the last consumption experience (Howard, 1977). Moreover, customer 

expectations introduce the capability of predicting the degree of quality to be delivered by 

the respective providers in the near term (ACSI, 2017). 

Due to the fact that expectations are based on previous consumption experiences, they 

are said to be a more accurate indicator of quality, perceived value and overall satisfaction 

of frequently consumed products or services (Howard, 1977). In such cases, the underlying 

information is based on a higher amount of experiences as well as more recent events. 

Figure 2. Source: own elaboration from the ACSI model 
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 On the other hand, the cause and effect relationship between the customers’ 

expectations and their level of satisfaction has been questioned (Ospina & Gil, 2011; 

Johnson et al., 1995). This construct is considered to be one of the debilities of the ACSI 

model. 

2.2.2.2.- Perceived quality 

 Perceived quality can be defined as “the consumer’s judgment about a product’s 

overall excellence or superiority” (Zeithaml, 1988). Several studies have demonstrated the 

impact of perceived quality on customer satisfaction (Anderson & Sullivan, 1993; Oliver 

& DeSarbo 1988). Furthermore, a positive correlation is expected. In other words, an 

improvement in the quality perceived by the customers is supposed to favourably influence 

their overall satisfaction.  

Quality is measured in terms of both customization and reliability (Fornell et al., 

1996). Customization refers to the level of achievement in meeting the individual customer 

needs whereas reliability constitutes the company’s ability to provide a product or service 

according to the required standards and without imperfections. It is therefore usually linked 

to the frequency of failures.  

The customers’ evaluation depends on the degree of tangibility of the concerned 

product. Therefore, a distinction can be drawn between service and product quality. Service 

quality refers to “the customer’s overall impression of the relative inferiority or superiority 

of a service provider” (Bitner, 1990). Consequently, it is also considered analogous to the 

customer’s opinion of the firm (Parasuraman et al.,1988). The impact of cultural 

differences on customer’s service quality evaluation has been studied by several authors. 

The study conducted by Winsted (1999), comparing Japan and USA cultures across eight 

different service dimensions, concludes that differences and common patterns between the 

two countries can be identified when they evaluate the service experiences. Similarly, 

Mattila (1999) examines the role that culture plays on perceived quality, focusing on a 

comparative study between Western and Asian customers.  

As expected, the cultural influence is stronger if the service involves high degree of 

customer-provider interaction (Furrer et al., 2000) since culture shapes human 

relationships. 

2.2.2.3.- Perceived value 

Perceived value refers to the level of quality relative to price paid. Therefore, with the 

incorporation of this construct, price information is indirectly integrated into the model, 

empowering the customers to compare providers from an economic perspective (Johnson, 

1984). Moreover, it facilitates the cross-industry comparison of the results.  
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Perceived value is regarded as a crucial element in the first purchasing decision. 

Nevertheless, the degree of influence is expected to decrease in subsequent purchases.  

2.2.2.4.- Customer satisfaction 

Customer satisfaction is the centrepiece of the ACSI model. Customer expectations, 

perceived quality and perceived value provide the input for customer satisfaction. In other 

words, customer satisfaction is built based on the combination of these three antecedents. 

Customer satisfaction refers to the measurement of the level of fulfilment originated as the 

comparison result between the actual service usage and the customer’s expectations (Balaji, 

2009). 

In particular, within the context of mobile phone operators, which is the framework of 

this study; the degree of trust to the supplier as well as the level of attachment constitute 

important consequences of customer satisfaction. This stems from the fact that mobile phone 

services are provided on an ongoing basis.  

2.2.2.5.- Customer complaints 

As stated in the “Exit voice theory” (Hirschman, 1970), an increase in customer 

satisfaction is expected to strengthen customer loyalty and diminish the number of customer 

complaints (Fornell & Wernerfelt, 1988; Johnson et. al, 2001) 

A negative correlation is expected between customer satisfaction and customer 

complaints. In other words, dissatisfied customers have a greater tendency to complain. 

Therefore, this construct is said to represent “the voice of the customers” and is usually 

measured by the proportion of customers who reported having express their dissatisfaction 

with either the concerned product or service within a concrete period of time (Balaji, 2009). 

2.2.2.6.- Customer loyalty 

Customer loyalty, the final construct of the ACSI model, is said to be related to the 

economic profitability (Reichheld & Sasser, 1990). Loyalty is defined as the “customer’s 

overall attachment or commitment to a service provider” (Oliver, 1999). Jacoby and 

Chestnut (1978) also highlight the importance of the attitude of the customer to achieve a 

truly loyal customer. The loyalty construct covers the repurchase intention and the price 

tolerance (Angelova & Zekiri, 2011). The repurchase intention indicates the customers’ 

willingness to select the same provider for future purchases. Price tolerance refers to the 

customer’s price sensitivity, i.e. how likely they would acquire the concerned product or 

service from a certain provider at different price levels. Therefore, loyalty is measured based 

on both quality and financial considerations.  

As illustrated in the framework, a relationship between customer complaints and 

customer loyalty can be established. The degree of efficiency of the company’s complaint 

handling system can be inferred by analysing the impact of customer complaints on customer 
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loyalty (Fornell, 1992). A positive correlation implies an efficient processing of claims, i.e. 

the firm is capable of successfully turning an unsatisfied customer into a loyal one.  On the 

other hand, a negative correlation reflects how an inadequate customer handling system 

might encourage customer disloyalty, which can result in a loss of customers (Johnson et 

al., 2001).  

Previous studies have shown that the industrial sectors in which customer satisfaction 

is quality-driven achieve higher customer loyalty levels than those where the price is a 

crucial element (Fornell et al., 1996). It is also important to highlight the differences 

between false loyalty and true loyalty (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010). False loyalty is related 

to the absence of customer’s emotional attachment; having no objection to leave the provider 

if a better offer appears. On the contrary, when truly loyalty exists, the customer is committed 

to stay with the provider due to its emotional ties.  

2.2.3.- Customer Satisfaction indices 

The relevance of measuring customer satisfaction has been highlighted by several 

studies since it provides valuable information regarding the company’s future economic 

performance (Tung, 2010). 

Since 1989, the establishment of Customer Satisfaction indices has been providing 

valuable information regarding the quality of the economic activity from a customer 

perspective. They fill the gap left by traditional economic indicators, such as consumer price 

indices, which do not include quality as a determinant factor.  

Sweden, the scope of this research work, was a pioneer in the development of national 

economic indices (Fornell, 1992). It was Claes Fornell who authored the Swedish Customer 

Satisfaction Barometer (SCSB) in 1989. Since then, Sweden has had customer surveys on a 

yearly basis. The index is built from the results of these annual customer surveys, concerning 

31 Swedish industries. Due to the fact that SCSB constitutes the basis in the development of 

all the significant following national indices, it is regarded as a fundamental pillar within 

this field. 

The SCSB underlying framework considers perceived performance and customer 

expectations as the constructs influencing customer satisfaction. Furthermore, the 

framework of this model was inspired by the “Exit-voice theory” (Hirschman, 1970), which 

states that customer dissatisfaction can lead to either the silent loss of the customer, i.e. they 

stop purchasing the product or service from the concerned provider, or the utilization of 

complaint procedures.  

One of the distinguishing features from SCSB is the fact that quality is measured from 

the customer standpoint. Nevertheless, a relationship can be drawn between the SCSB results 
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and several economic indicators, such as Return of Investment, the most employed 

profitability ratio (Anderson, Fornell and Lehmann, 1994).  

Since the development of the SCSB, other national customer satisfaction indices have 

been introduced. An historical timeline is illustrated in the figure below.  

 

 

Figure 3. Time line of the national customer satisfaction indices 

As illustrated in the diagram, it was in 1994 when the German satisfaction index, called 

“Das Deutche Kundebarometer” (DK) was established (Meyer, 1994).  

Simultaneously, the most renowned model, The American Customer Satisfaction 

Index (ACSI) was developed by researchers at the University of Michigan in collaboration 

with the American Society for Quality. 

One year later, Austria introduced The Austrian Customer Satisfaction Barometer 

(ACSB) as a pilot study (Hackl et al., 1996). At the same time, several national customer 

satisfaction indices were developed outside Europe. Such is the case of the Civil Society 

Index (CSI) of New Zealand or the national index of Taiwan (Fornell et al., 1996). 

Similarly, other European countries such as Norway or Switzerland put national 

indices in practise. SERVQUAL was incorporated in The Norwegian Customer Satisfaction 

Barometer (NCSB) to evaluate the quality construct (Andreassen & Lervik, 1999; Johnson 

et al., 2001). The Swiss Index of Customer Satisfaction (SWICS), launched in 1998, 

distinguished itself by substituting the customer complaint construct with customer dialogue 

(Bruhn & Grund, 2000). In the same year, South Korea implemented the Korean Customer 

Satisfaction Index (KCSI). 

Subsequently, after the implementation of the European Performance Satisfaction 

Index (EPSI), several countries have tried to establish national indices. This is the case of 
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the Turkish National Customer Satisfaction Index (TMME), which has been carried out since 

2005 on a quarterly basis. Malaysia (Grigoroudis & Siskos, 2004) and Singapore also 

developed their customer satisfaction indices (MCSI and CSISG). Additionally, the UK 

Customer Satisfaction Index (UKCSI) was established in 2008, collecting information 

across 13 key sectors. One year later, the Japanese Customer Satisfaction Index (JCSI) was 

implemented.  

Other attempts to develop customer satisfaction indices at a national level can be 

found. For example, the Mexican User Satisfaction Index (MUSI), which focuses on the 

public sector (Calleros et al., 2012), or the Brazilian Customer Satisfaction Index (BCSI). 

In 1997 Hong Kong also developed a customer satisfaction index (HKCSI) (Chan et al., 

2003), which is characterized to capture the satisfaction towards the quality of products 

rather than evaluating the companies. Nevertheless, this index is no longer carried out since 

2010. 

2.2.3.1.- The American Customer Satisfaction Index (1994) 

A more detailed description about ACSI is given below regarding the relevance of this 

index in the context of this research. This model constitutes the reference point for the 

development of the European Index. Therefore, understanding its underlying framework is 

essential when analysing the European Performance Satisfaction Index itself. 

The American Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI) represents the voice of the USA 

customers, collecting their quality perceptions of the products and services provided in the 

national market. The analysis of customer satisfaction is based on customer interviews and 

the use of econometric models. 

This model, which is based on the Swedish national index, widened the scope of 

analysis, collecting customer satisfaction data from a larger number of enterprises from a 

wider variety of industries. Concretely, more than 200 companies are quarterly considered 

in the customer satisfaction measurement (Fornell et al., 1996). Moreover, customer 

evaluations of public companies are also presented in the results.  

The most remarkable feature of this model is the incorporation of the perceived quality 

construct as an antecedent of customer satisfaction (Fornell et al., 1996). The perceived 

performance construct from the SCSB framework is divided into perceived quality and 

perceived value. This division allows researchers to identify whether the customer 

satisfaction is mainly price or quality driven. 

With regard to the consequences, the customer loyalty construct is evaluated in terms 

of both price tolerance and repurchase likelihood. 

The customer evaluations are reported on a 10-point scale (Knutson et al., 2004). The 

reason behind the selection of this scale is to enable respondents to better express their 

judgements (Andrew, 1984). 
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Nevertheless, in line with the objectives of this research work, the comparability of the 

ACSI results has been questioned (Johnson & Fornell, 1991). Doubts on the veracity or 

suitability of comparing satisfaction levels across different customers or industries have 

emerged.  

2.2.3.2.- The European Performance Satisfaction Index (EPSI)  

The EPSI model, developed by Eklöf (2000), was created in 2001 as an attempt to 

unify the customer satisfaction national indices within the European territory, enabling 

comparisons among the different countries. It can be defined as “a measurement of customer 

satisfaction as well as key success factor, especially image/brands of individual agencies, 

companies and organisations in a specific market, via periodical analyses by a respected, 

neutral institution, using quality standards based on state-of-the art methodology” (Fornell, 

2005). 

The EPSI collects data from more than 20 European countries through regional 

intermediaries. Traditional surveys questionnaires are employed to collect the perceptions 

of the individuals through the interviewing methodology. Whereas the customers’ 

evaluations are reported on a 10-point scale, the results are presented on a 100-point scale.  

The underlying framework is based on the ACSI model. The most distinctive feature 

of this model is the inclusion of the “corporate image” construct as an antecedent of customer 

satisfaction. In addition, the original perceived quality construct is divided in product quality 

and service quality (González Menorca et al., 2015). 

EPSI has annually performed customer satisfaction studies in Sweden since 1999, 

when the first pilot test was carried out. The contribution of this country to EPSI is 

unquestionable. Indeed, much of the research and data analysis is performed at the 

Stockholm School of Economics. However, Spain was not incorporated in the project until 

2010.  

The Svenkst Kvalitetsindex (SKI) is the regional intermediary of the EPSI rating group 

in the Swedish territory, performing annual studies in several industries. Traditional surveys 

questionnaires are employed to collect the perceptions of the individuals via telephone 

interviews.  

The EPSI project was the inspiration of this research study, questioning the credibility 

of comparability of results across the different European countries using traditional survey 

methodologies. Indeed, the results provided are in some cases, at the very last, surprising. 

Within the context of mobile phone operators, it is shocking that the Nordic countries, which 

have good domestic infrastructures, have always obtained very low satisfaction scores; 

whereas countries as Latvia or Azerbaijan score high on the list (EPSI, 2011). Therefore, it 

can be doubted if the customer satisfaction differences between the European countries are 
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based on the actual service or the respondents’ perceptions, in which the cultural background 

possesses a great influence.  

2.3.- Culture in Customer Satisfaction 

The successful implementation of Quality Management procedures is claimed to be 

culturally affected. This underlying influence is originated both internally and externally 

(Naor et al., 2008; Kull & Wacker, 2010). Internally, the organizational culture is 

determined by the employees and the organization itself, in terms of values, vision and 

corporate principles. Externally, national culture is the result of a wide range of factors 

inherited by the country’s history and location. 

An abundance of scientific research has been performed analysing the impact of 

organizational culture on QM (Powell, 1995). Nevertheless, despite the fact that the national 

culture influence might be stronger, research studies in this area remains scarce. Zhang and 

Wu (2014) has proposed that caution is required when adopting QM practices as they should 

be adapted to the national context. 

A culture can be defined as “shared motives, values, beliefs, identities, and 

interpretations or meanings of significant events that result from common experiences of 

members of collectives that are transmitted across generations” (House & Javidan, 2004). 

Ignoring the importance of the cultural factor is one of the main reasons behind the 

unexpected failure of the implementation of new technologies in developing countries 

(Varela et al.,2010) since they have been conceived from an ethnocentric perspective.  

In areas such as psychology, sociology and anthropology, a vast literature is dedicated 

to analyse the behaviour of the individuals from a cultural perspective, examining how 

beliefs, norms and values are shaped by culture. Nevertheless, in the field of customer 

satisfaction cross cultural approach remains still unexplored. Some studies have pointed out 

that culturally diverse customers interpret and respond to customer satisfaction survey 

questions differently (Khan et al, 2009).   

Particularly, two specific cultural theories deserve special mention because of their 

wider impact in subsequent research works: Hall’s classification of cultures (1976) and 

Hofstede’s cultural dimensions (2001). Therefore, the following two sections are focused on 

describing both theories. 

2.3.1.- Hall’s cultural theory 

Edward T. Hall’s anthropologist research studies focused on a cross-cultural 

perspective. His theory is grounded in the importance of the context. As he claimed, “every 
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culture has its own hidden, unique form of unconscious culture” (Hall, 1977). Indeed, as 

Hall describes, culture is present in all facets of life, influencing them directly or indirectly.  

The importance of the underlying context has been highlighted in many scientific 

fields. Faber Birren’s (1961) studies analysed the effects of colour context in the human 

sensory perceptions. Similarly, context constitutes a determinant factor in certain languages. 

Such is the case for the Mandarin language, where four different tones are necessary to 

differentiate the meaning of the words.  

Therefore, cultures can be classified in high context and low context cultures (Hall, 

1977). It is important to highlight that this division is performed in a continuous scale, the 

Hall’s continuum. Whereas Spanish culture is considered a quite high context culture, 

Sweden, as its Scandinavian neighbours, is placed closer to the low context end of the scale.  

In high context cultures, the context of the message plays an important role. On the 

contrary, in low context cultures, the centre of attention is the message itself since it carries 

all the significance.  

Regarding personal space, high context cultures, such as the Spanish one, are 

characterised by group belonging and closeness to the people. Consequently, private space 

is less of a concern. Accordingly, physical proximity in conversations and more physical 

contact are socially accepted. Additionally, body language is easily observable. On the other 

hand, in low context cultures, like the Scandinavian ones, individuality is desired. Each one’s 

privacy is appreciated and therefore respected. Social interactions are characterised by less 

body language; all the attention is placed on the message.  

In high context cultures, time is polychronic. Time cannot be controlled ergo events 

take place in their own pace. Consequently, time is flexible according to the social standards. 

On the contrary, in low context cultures time is monochronic. There is an absolute and 

universal truth regarding time, i.e. concepts such as punctuality are a great concern among 

individuals.  

In high context societies, as the Japanese one, loyalty is irrefutable after the 

establishment of a relationship. Moreover, confrontation is socially rejected in high context 

cultures, where harmony is desired (Kim, Pan and Park, 1998). Therefore, concerning 

customer satisfaction, high context customers tend to avoid using the low end of the scales 

(Ueltschy et al., 2007).  As a result, in the large majority of truly dissatisfaction cases, the 

lowest scores are still infrequent in the results. On the other hand, in low context societies, 

honesty and forthrightness are socially welcome (Hall, 1977), therefore customers freely 

express their dissatisfaction. Consequently, the underlying influence of culture should be 

considered when the analysis of customer satisfaction results is performed (Ueltschy et al., 

2007).   
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2.3.2.- The Hofstede Model 

The Hofstede model of national culture (Hofstede, 2001) constitutes an extremely 

valuable framework in which countries are categorised based on four cultural dimensions: 

power distance, uncertainty avoidance, individualism, masculinity. Long-term orientation as 

well as indulgence were later incorporated into the model thanks to the contribution of 

Bond’s and Minkov’s studies (Hofstede & Bond, 1984; Hofstede et al., 2010). The 

combination of distinctive features in every Hofstede’s cultural dimension, symbolised by 

numerical scores, characterises every national culture. 

2.3.2.1.- The six cultural dimensions 

The first dimension of national culture, power distance dimension (PDI), refers to the 

expectations of authority and power concentration in the hands of the superiors (Kull & 

Wacker, 2010), described from a lower-class perspective, i.e. it is seen from below.  

The underlying anthropological concept is human inequality, the degree of unevenness 

in the distribution of power and dominance among the members of a society. This means 

that in large power distance cultures, such as Malaysia or the Arab countries, social 

stratification is accepted and internalised, i.e. society is divided in hierarchical classes where 

everyone assumes its position.   

Language reflects the historical heritage. Therefore, power distance differences can be 

related to language areas. This observation can be made when comparing countries’ PDI 

score with Germanic and Romanic languages (Hofstede et al., 2010). Therefore, Spain, with 

Figure 4. Ten differences between small and large power distance societies. (Hofstede, 2011) 
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its Latin heritage, scored medium on the power distance scale, obtaining an index equal to 

57. On the contrary, the Germanic influence is observed in Sweden. This Scandinavian 

country has a low power distance index, concretely 31. That implies that hierarchical 

differences are more socially accepted in the Spanish society than in the Swedish one.  

Individualism versus collectivism (IDV) refers to the existing relationship between the 

members and the group in human societies. The underlying anthropological concept behind 

it is social dependency (Hofstede & Bond, 1984). On one hand, the higher the degree of 

individualism, the weaker the linkages between the society members. Consequently, the 

individuals are expected to be self-oriented, mainly caring for themselves and their inner 

circle (Kanousi, 2005). On the other hand, collectivism concerns building strong sense of 

group belonging since birth, concepts such as loyalty or protection remain crucial among the 

members of the collective.   

This cultural dimension tends to be negatively correlated with the power distance 

dimension, i.e. high power distance societies are typically linked to a remarkable level of 

collectivism.  

Although both Spain and Sweden, as almost every European country, are mainly 

individualist societies, the individualism features are more pronounced in the Scandinavian 

country. In the table below, some behavioural differences from collectivist versus 

individualist societies were selected, taken from Hofstede’s study, based on the relevance 

for this study research. 

Collectivist Individualist 

 People are born into extended families or 

other groups that continue protecting 

them in exchange for loyalty 

 Everyone grows up to look after him or 

herself and his or her immediate nuclear 

family only 

 Social network is primary source of 

information 
 Media is primary source of information 

 The internet and e-mail are less attractive 

and less frequently used 

 The internet and e-mail hold strong 

appeal and are frequently used to link 

individuals 

 In-group customers get better treatment 

(particularism) 

 

 Every customer should get the same 

treatment (universalism) 

Table 1. Features of collectivist and individual societies. Source: compilation based on Hofstede et al. 

(2010) 

According to Hofstede (2001), masculinity and feminity (MAS), as a societal 

characteristic,  refers to the effect of the existence of two genders on the society values. In 
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this case, the underlying concept behind MAS is the influence of social gender roles on 

individual’s persceptions (Hofstede & Bond, 1984). In masculinity societies the ego factor 

is exalted, all the facets of life are strongly characterised by materialism. On the contrary,  

social values such as life quality or personal relationships, are of major importance in 

feminity societies. Moreover, gender roles are clearly defined in masculinity cultures 

whereas the distinciton between gender roles becomes weaker and more diffuse in feminity 

societies. 

In relation to economic wealth, the MAS dimension is different from the other cultural 

dimensions as no correlation can be established between MAS scores and countries 

economic development (Hofstede et al., 2010). Therefore, it can not be economically 

justified that masculinity is better than feminity or viceversa.  

Additionally, the age affects masculinity values. Among young people, the target 

group of this research work, not only the masculinity index tends to be higher but also the 

gap between women’s and men’s MAS values is wider. As people get older, the social factor 

outweighs the ego one, resulting in a lower MAS.  

A wide gap between Sweden and Spain is found regarding this cultural dimension. 

Sweden is among the most feminine-scoring countries whereas the masculine part has a 

bigger influence on Spanish society. In high feminine societies like the Swedish one, quality 

of life is the main objective. Excessive rivalry is avoided and attracting attention is not 

socially admirable. This is reflected in both the Scandinavian educational system and the 

effort devoted to reconciliation of work and private life. Despite the gap, Spain does not have 

a dominant masculinity. The Spanish society strives towards harmony. Polarization and 

extremists’ positions are socially avoided. Middle ground is the fundamental concept.  

MAS is also influenced by religion. Spain, as many of the Catholic countries, presents 

more masculine features compared to the Protestants societies such as Sweden, where 

feminine values stand out.  

Uncertainty avoidance (UAV) reflects the manner in which societies deal with 

ambiguity (Hofstede, 2001). The underlying anthropoligical concept is how conflictive and 

aggressive situations are confronted (Hofstede & Bond, 1984). In high UAV societies, both 

explicit and implicit rules as well as defined structures are desired to reduce the stress caused 

by unpredictable or uninterpretable scenarios.  

UAV should not be confused with risk avoidance; it refers to the sensitivity towards 

unpredictability, i.e. the way society deals with the fact that the future can never be known. 

In other words, it shows the comfort degree of the society’s individuals when dealing with 

unknown or unfamiliar situations. Surprisingly, the need for reducing ambiguity and the 

sense of urgency make them more willing to take part in risky actions in order to relieve 

stress.   
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Stress and anxiety are common sympthoms among individuals from high UAV 

cultures, everything that is different is avoided. On the contrary, cultures that accept 

uncertainty are meant to be more tolerant to diversity, individuals are open to different 

opinions, trying to have fewer rules. As a consequence, innovation and changes are frequent. 

  It seems that a relationship between the degree of uncertainty avoidance and religion 

can be drawn (Hofstede et al., 2010). Indeed, there is a large difference between Spain and 

Sweden regarding this cultural dimension. Spain, Catholic country, scored very high, as 

almost all the Mediterranean countries. Nevertheless, the Nordic countries, where the 

Protestant religion is the norm, are placed at the lower end of the rank. Indeed, this is 

reflected in the high degree of expressiveness related to the anxious Spanish culture. Facial 

expressions and body language are easily recognisable among the individuals. Moreover, 

showing emotions or raising the voice are socially acceptable. On the one hand, rules are 

desired in every facet of life since changes and ambiguity cause high levels of stress among 

Spanish citizens. Contradictorily, there is a tendency to avoid rules which make life difficult.  

The fifth dimension, long term orientation (LTO), refers to the influence of temporal 

perspective in individual’s perceptions and their choices through life, i.e. the relative 

importance of the future, present and past. This fifth dimension was defined as follows: 

“long-term orientation stands for the fostering of virtues toward future rewards – in 

particular, perseverance and thrift. On the other hand, short-term orientation, stands for the 

fostering of virtues related to the past and present- in particular, respect for tradition, 

preservation of face, and fulfilling social obligations” (Hofstede, 2001). Moreover, it is the 

only dimension where a correlation with national economic growth was found (Hofstede, 

2001). 

In the 2000s, the incorporation of a sixth dimension, indulgence versus restrain, 

enriched the model (Hofstede et al., 2010). This dimension refers to the degree of control 

regarding individual desires, in relation to the satisfaction of impulses and enjoyment of life.  

Therefore, it is defined by Hofstede (2001) as follows: “Indulgence stands for the tendency 

to allow relatively free gratification of basic and natural human desires related to enjoying 

life and having fun. Its opposite pole, restraint, reflects a conviction that such gratification 

needs to be curbed and regulated by strict social norms”. Higher levels of optimism are 

found among individuals from indulgent societies. This dimension is aimed to fill the gap 

left by the other five ones. Nevertheless, more empirical research is still required concerning 

this cultural dimension.  
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Figure 5.  Hofstede’s cultural dimensions’ score comparison between Spain and Sweden 

 

2.3.2.2.- The cultural dimensions in the context of CS 

It is undoubtedly true that the descriptions of the consumer experiences are influenced 

by the culture of the individuals. Indeed, the underlying cultural influence is evident by the 

individual’s behaviour (Patterson & Mattila, 2008). However, culture is also involved in 

the cognitive process, i.e. the way each person thinks is affected by culture (Hall, 1977). 

This is in line to the way respondents from different cultures may understand customer 

satisfaction surveys in different ways. Nevertheless, further studies are still required to fully 

understand the linkages between culture and customers’ satisfaction as this research area has 

not been covered yet.  

The application of QM principles is greatly affected by the cultural environment 

(Chiang & Birtch, 2007). Within this context, the above described Hofstede’s dimensions 

are the most frequently employed in the area of QM research (Kull, 2009). Indeed, links 

might be drawn between these dimensions and customer satisfaction (Tsoukatos & Rand, 

2007). 

Mattila’s (1999) research within the hostel industry, provides valuable information 

regarding the cultural influence in the assessment of customer satisfaction. Western and 

Asian travellers were selected as target groups due to their cultural disparity in both Hall’s 

and Hofstede’s classifications.  
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Her findings indicate that in large power distance societies, where power is distributed 

unequally, the customer-provider relationship is greatly influenced by the social status. 

Service employees tend to provide higher quality services towards powerful customers, as a 

reflection of their subordinated position. Similarly, among weak customers in those cultures, 

a strong positive correlation is expected between the degree of failure acceptance and the 

power of the service supplier. Furthermore, in long-term orientation societies, building a 

stable and lasting customer-provider relationship is essential. Therefore, among the 

SERVQUAL dimensions, reliability, responsiveness and empathy are the most relevant 

attributes in those cultures.  

Within the context of customer satisfaction, uncertainty avoidance is closely linked to 

the word of mouth concept. Customers from high UAV societies, such as the Greek or the 

Japanese, tend to avoid the use of complaint handling systems (Money et al., 1998). 

Moreover, in high uncertainty avoidance societies, the position held on the rating scale 

by each of the SERVQUAL attributes; i.e. reliability, responsiveness, assurance, empathy 

and tangibles; depends on the frequency of the service encounters (Furrer et al., 2000). 

Additionally, Liu and McClure (2001) performed an analysis of the relationship 

between the IDV cultural dimension and customer complaint behaviour. The study is based 

on customers from United States, recognized as the most individualistic society, and South 

Korea, where collectivism predominates. The results suggest that dissatisfied customers 

from collectivist societies are less likely to use complaint processes. Moreover, among 

dissatisfied customers, a negative correlation between expressing dissatisfaction and 

switching provider exists in collectivist societies whereas a positive correlation is expected 

in individualist ones.  

The IDV dimension might also influence the level of service efficiency required by 

the customers. A higher levels of service efficiency is expected by customers from 

individualistic societies (Liu et al.,2001). 

The MAS cultural dimension unconsciously affects customer expectations. In 

masculine societies, there is a social role differentiation between genders. Therefore, 

customer expectations might be influenced by the gender of the employee providing the 

service (Furrer et al., 2000).  Whereas gentleness and empathy are regarded as female 

qualities, professionalism and perfectionism are expected in male employees.  

In addition, students from masculine societies tend to exaggerate their own 

performance, “ego-boosting”, whereas in the feminine Scandinavian countries, students tend 

to undervalue their own performance, “ego-effacement” (Hofstede, 2001). This might also 

influence the way the students answer the questionnaire carried out by this research study.   
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2.4.- Anchoring Vignettes 

In the increasingly globalised and competitive world, a valid cross-cultural research 

methodology has become a necessity. 

As an attempt to address the issues regarding the impossibility of comparing 

interpersonal and cross-cultural survey results different techniques, such as careful question 

wording or cognitive debriefing have already been applied (King & Wand, 2007). 

Nevertheless, the employment in different countries of an instrument designed and tested 

within the cultural context of one specific country and the subsequent comparison of results 

between countries is, in principle, a quite debatable form of cross-cultural research 

(Hofstede & Bond, 1984). 

Furthermore, some researches claim that traditional surveys do not combine well with 

Likert-type scales (Schwarz, 1999). This psychometric scale is the one most commonly used 

in customer satisfaction questionnaires. 

Within this context, anchoring vignettes are proposed as a new survey methodology 

for studying Quality Management practises across countries (King et al., 2004). They 

emerged as an alternative to overcome the problem of the interpersonal incomparability of 

survey results, a term that is commonly named as differential item functioning (DIF) within 

this field of research (King et al., 2004; Holland & Wainer, 2012). Similarly, other authors 

refer to this concept by using the term reporting heterogeneity (D’Uva et al., 2011). Indeed, 

many relevant authors have already claimed their potential application to improve cross 

cultural comparability of survey results (King et al., 2004; Kristensen & Johansson, 2008).  

Anchoring vignettes can be defined as “brief descriptions of hypothetical people or 

situations” (King, 2017). This methodology aims to obtain DIF-free measures by 

identifying and subtracting the inter-personal incomparable factor, allowing researchers to 

be able to correct the biased survey results. 

Each self-assessment question is combined with several vignettes, which describe 

different levels of the described variable. Since questions are subjects to interpretation, 

identical questions are understood widely different among respondents. Therefore, by adding 

vignettes to the classical self-assessment questions, each respondent’s unique DIF can be 

estimated and later corrected. This can be accomplished since each respondent reflects its 

unique DIF consistently when answering both the self-assessment questions and the 

vignettes. Indeed, the problem with classical self-assessment questions is that the differences 

among respondent’s answers are originated not only by the DIF but also the actual level, 

whereas the answers to vignettes only differ because of the DIF. 

Vignettes method have already been used in a wide variety of areas, such as political 

science (King et al., 2004; Salomon et al., 2004), international comparisons of health (King 
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et al., 2004; d’Uva et al., 2006) life satisfaction (Christensen et al., 2006), work disability 

(Kapteyn et el., 2007), state effectiveness in Eastern Europe (Gryzmala-Busse, 2007), 

problem drinking in Ireland (Soest et al.,2007), job satisfaction (Kristensen & Johansson, 

2008), community strength in the United States (Buckley, 2008) or satisfaction with the 

health care system (Murray et al., 2003; Damacena et al., 2005; Sirven et al., 2008; 

Poksinska & Cronemyr, 2017). 

According to King et al. (2004), two measurement assumptions are required – 

response consistency and vignette equivalence. Response consistency assumes that each 

respondent "uses the survey response categories in the same way to answer both the 

anchoring vignettes and the self-assessment questions” (King & Wand, 2007). Vignette 

equivalence is the assumption that “all respondents understand in the same way the level of 

the variable represented in the vignette, apart from random measurement error” (King & 

Wand, 2007). 

The assumption of vignette equivalence is violated if respondents have diverging 

understanding of the vignettes themselves (Grol-Prokopczyk, 2014). Of course, each 

person understands and uses response categories in a unique way, but the text descriptions 

of the vignettes should not leave room to open interpretations.  

Furthermore, the existence of DIF in the questions is not address, it only focuses on 

response-category DIF. In other words, response-category DIF is considered but question 

equivalence is assumed. This might be one of the weakest points of this methodology since 

only response-category DIF correction could not be sufficient, further development of the 

methodology is required to deal with both types of incomparability.  

Grol-Prokopczyk goes one step further by making a distinction between cross-

respondent vignette equivalence and cross-character vignette equivalence. The new concept 

of cross-character vignette equivalence refers to the statement that respondents interpret the 

actual level independently from a single modification in either the age, gender or background 

of the vignette character (Grol-Prokopczyk, 2014).  

If response consistency is violated, the information extracted from the vignette results 

do no longer serve its purpose. The differential item functioning, which represents the 

interpersonal comparability of the indicator concerned, can no longer be identified and 

therefore corrected (D’Uva et al., 2011). By explicitly or implicitly motivating respondents 

to relate themselves to the characters of the vignettes in terms of personal attributes such as 

age or sex, response consistency can be improved (Grol-Prokopczk, 2014). Nevertheless, 

despite the recently growing use of anchoring vignettes, only a few attempts to test the 

response consistency assumption can be identified. One of these examples is the study 

carried out by King et al. (2004), which compared the visual acuity of the Chinese and 

Slovakian respondents. Similarly, D’Uva et al. (2011), who compared the results extracted 

from the vignettes with data from the English Longitudinal Study of Ageing (ELSA). 
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By using objective measures, response consistency can be tested. Both the self-

assessment results and the vignette adjusted responses are compared to this third source. 

Therefore, it can be mathematically determined if after the DIF correction, the obtained 

results are more consistent with the objective data than the unadjusted self-assessment 

responses. Unfortunately, vignettes are usually employed when objective measures of the 

attribute of interest are not available, making it difficult to perform the above described tests. 

Cross respondent vignette equivalence has been tested in the literature by checking the 

rank-order of the vignettes. If vignette equivalence is not violated, respondents are meant to 

consistently rank-order the vignettes, apart from random measurement error (Murray et al., 

2003; Rice et al., 2011; Grol-Prokopczyk, 2014).  

The number and type of vignettes needed in each study research is not an obvious 

decision. Increasing the number of vignettes implies less error and variability in the results 

but also higher survey costs. According to King et al. (2004), the aim is to achieve a balance, 

considering also both the type of DIF and the data required in the study.  

Once survey results are collected, data must be properly transformed. DIF is corrected 

by using statistical techniques. Both non-parametric and parametric have been developed to 

achieve DIF-free measures (King et al., 2004). The mathematical procedure of the non-

parametric model is explained in the following paragraphs. 

The general mathematical transformation procedure, for 5-point rating scales, states: 

for a study with I respondents and J vignettes, the DIF-free self-assessment estimator Ci is 

constructed, for those respondents who consistently ranked the vignettes (zj-1 < zj,  for 

j=2,…J), by using the formula below. 

 

Where   

i: respondent, i ϵ ℕ    i ϵ [1, I]   

j: number of the vignette    j ϵ [2, J] 

yi: self-assessment response from respondent i,     yi ϵ [0,5] 

zi, j: rate of the vignette j performed by the respondent i    zi,j ϵ [0,5] 

Ci: DIF-free self-assessment response from respondent i 

j, yi, zi, j ϵ ℕ 
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 Specifically, for the case of two-vignette studies, the self-assessment responses y can 

be converted into the non-parametric estimator C by using the transformation table designed 

by King and Wand (2007), which is illustrated below. It is important to highlight that z1 

represents the “bad vignette scenario” whereas z2 describes the “good vignette scenario”. 

Therefore, the vignettes are meant to be rated as z1 < z2.  Response inconsistency refers to 

the case where the respondents place the self-assessment above the good vignette and below 

the bad vignette on the scale (Hopkins & King, 2010).  

Survey 

responses 

y < z1 < z2 

y < z1 = z2 

y < z2 < z1 

y = z1 < z2 z1 < y < z2 z1 < y = z2 

z1 < z2 < y 

z1 = z2 < y 

z2 < z1 < y 

y = z1 = z2 

y = z2 < z1 

z2 < y < z1 

z2 < y = z1 

C 1 2 3 4 5 Inconclusive 

Table 2. Calculations for the non-parametric estimator C, based on King and Wand (2007) 

High accuracy is needed when designing the vignettes since minor changes might have 

a great influence in the data results. Therefore, an iterative process of testing and design is 

required before using the vignettes in practice. 
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3.- MOBILE PHONE MARKETS 

 The beginnings of the mobile telephony industry can be traced back in the 1980s. In 

this chapter a short description about how both the Swedish and Spanish mobile phone 

markets have evolved over the last few decades is included.  

3.1.- Introduction 

In the European mobile phone services market, differences among countries in the 

number of national operators have always been noticed. Moreover, there are also wide 

disparities in the pace at which the gradual liberalization process of the telecom markets 

has taken place (Calzada & Estruch, 2011). 

According to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 

(OECD), Spain is placed among the countries with the highest prices whereas the 

Scandinavian countries are found at the bottom of the table (OECD, 2009). 

In the selection of the mobile phone operator not only monetary criteria but also quality 

factors such as the quality of the signal or coverage are important (Vranakis et al., 2012). 

Nevertheless, the higher degree of competition achieved in certain countries have displaced 

the relevance of this factors whereas other, such as the customer-provider relationship, play 

a more important role. Indeed, most Swedish customers take network coverage for granted 

(SKI, 2014). 

Additionally, customer behavioural differences among European countries can be 

identified. For example, regarding the preference between text messages or phone calls 

(Smoreda & Thomas, 2001).  

3.2.- The Spanish market 

The Spanish mobile telephony sector, with a high penetration rate, has undergone 

significant change during the last decades. Nevertheless, a high level of competition in this 

market is still unachieved, there is a considerable gap remaining with its European 

neighbours (Calzada & Estruch, 2011).   

The origins of the Spanish mobile telephony services can be traced back in 1976. The 

market was governed by Telefónica during more than twenty years under a monopoly 

regimen. In 1994, the pressure from the European Commission urged the Spanish 

government to open up the market, allowing the entrance of new competitors (Royal Decree 

1486/94 of 1 July). In that year, Airtel, the current Vodafone, burst on to the market by 

acquiring a licence, resulting in a duopolistic market structure. Subsequently, several 
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operators entered the market, promoting the gradual liberalization of the sector: Amena, the 

current Orange in 1998 and Xfera, the current Yoigo in 2000 (Ramirez et al., 2008). In 2007, 

with the arrival of the virtual mobile phone operators, the sector achieved the highest growth 

rate.  

Nowadays, the Spanish mobile phone operators sector has an oligopolistic structure, 

characterised by a small number of suppliers, mainly four. More specifically, the price 

competition is defined by the Bertrand model. The main idea behind this economic model is 

that the price is set by the suppliers, letting the customers decide the quantity (Bertrand, 

1883). Differences in the price level are justified by differentiation of the service offered.  

 

Figure 6. Spanish Mobile Phone Operators Market Share. Source: Own elaboration based on the data from 

CNMC (Comisión Nacional de los Mercados y la Competencia) 

In the figure below, the results from the EPSI rating group are presented regarding the 

Spanish customer’s perceptions of their mobile phone operator, based on more than 1100 

phone interviews. The results are presented in a 100-point scale. 
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Figure 7. Customer evaluations of their mobile phone operator. Source: Own elaboration based on the data 

provided by the EPSI Rating, 2012 study. 

The study performed by Kelisto in 2014, who interviewed 4626 mobile phone users, 

shows that despite the fact that 19% of the users are not satisfied with its operator, only 1 

out of 4 has changed operator in the last year (Kelisto, 2014). The underlying reason behind 

might be the laziness of the customers, the impossibility to change operator due to 

contractual agreements or the low level of differentiation among the operators. Indeed, the 

prices in the Spanish territory have always been among the highest ones in the European 

zone (OECD, 2009).  

This argument is supported by the study carried out by Spanish Government 

Department for Telecommunications and the Information Society in collaboration with the 

Sociological Research Center (CIS), where the price has always achieved the higher levels 

of dissatisfaction in the customer rankings. As in the EPSI results, the service quality is one 

of the highest-scoring aspects. Regarding customer complaints, whereas only less than a 

quarter are related to intrinsic characteristics of the service, such as mobile coverage; a large 

percentage is associated with administrative issues (Calzada & Estruch, 2011). 

3.3.- The Swedish market 

In the telecommunications industry, the Scandinavian country has commonly been 

recognized as a pioneer. This can be attributed to the early collaboration between Ericsson 

and Telia, resulting in the establishment of a highly developed telephony infrastructure. 
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Sweden was the first country to employ a commercially available automated mobile 

telephone system (MTA), the service was launched in 1956 and was available in Gothenburg 

and Stockholm (Dunnewijk & Hultén, 2006).  

Additionally, in 1993 Sweden formally implemented a deregulated telecom market, 

concluding the lengthy and gradually changing process which started in 1980s (Hultkrantz, 

2002). The formally liberalization of the market coincided with the establishment of the 

National Post and Telecom Authority (PTS), regulatory body that is still in force.  

The deregulation process ended the market domination held by Televerket, the current 

Telia, during a long period. Indeed, in the 1990s, three GSM operators were active in the 

national mobile phone industry (Mölleryd, 1999): Telia, Comviq and NordicTel. The 

exploitation licences were not given on general auctions but by determining the most suitable 

candidates.  

The mobile virtual network operators (MVNOs) entered the market in 2000, five years 

earlier than in the case of the Mediterranean country. The increased competition inside the 

market lead to a reduction in the domestic prices. Nevertheless, the mobile phone market has 

not still yet achieved a proper degree of competition, mainly due to the high switching costs. 

In the following illustration, the main mobile operators and their corresponding market 

share, expressed in percentage, are shown.   

 

Figure 8. Swedish Mobile Phone Operators Market Share. Source: Own elaboration based on the data 

from PTS (Post-och Telestyrelse) 
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The results provided by the SKI (Svenskt Kvalitetsindex) regarding the satisfaction of 

the customers with their mobile phone operator are summarised in the figure below. In 2016, 

Tele2 is the operator which achieves higher results in the complaint handling system and 

loyalty constructs. The SKI results show that there is a general unrest among the customers, 

they claim their operators dedicate more effort to attract new customers than to retain the 

loyal ones.  

Figure 9. Customer satisfaction of the Swedish mobile phone operator. Source: Own elaboration based on the data 

provided by SKI (Svenskt Kvalitetsindex), 2016 study. 
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4.- RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This chapter describe the design of the mobile phone service operator’s vignettes used 

in this study and how they were tested in practise.  

 

 

Figure 10. Process of developing, testing and evaluating the vignette method. 

  

The analysis of self-assessment customer satisfaction results constitutes a challenge. 

Customers might have differing expectations regarding the service and product provided. 

Therefore, the difficulty lies in identifying the variability in the data originated by actual 

mobile phone operator’s disparities and the one caused by user expectations. Consequently, 

the anchoring vignettes methodology is developed as a new survey instrument in order to 

eliminate the DIF of the self-assessment results, enabling comparison between respondents.  

 The different stages of the research process are summarised in the illustration above. 

As mentioned in previous chapters, the development of the vignettes is essential to achieve 

reliable results. Therefore, the research methodology of this study constitutes an iterative 

process of different phases of design, test, data analysis and revision before the final pilot 
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study can be carried out. More specifically, the development of vignettes is crucial since 

minor changes might have a great impact on the data results. Therefore, high degree of 

accuracy and testing process are required.  

The subjects of this study are university students from both nationalities. Previous 

research studies in Sweden, concerning the vignettes methodology, have addressed different 

target groups. The results from a Swedish study in the quality measurement in the elderly 

care industry (Poksinska & Cronemyr, 2017) show some limitations of the potential 

application of this methodology applied to elderly generations. The combination of the 

complexity and unfamiliarity of the vignette method and the cognitive difficulties related to 

ageing might not be the optimal combination. Therefore, college students are defined as the 

target group of this study in order to study and analyse the potential of this methodology 

among healthier and younger respondents. Moreover, several studies using anchoring 

vignettes have shown that respondents usually fail to identify themselves with the vignette 

characters in terms of age and background, even if the corresponding instructions are 

explicitly given (Grol-Prokopczyk et al.,2011; Datta Gupta et al., 2010). This can result 

in a non-realisation of the key assumption of response consistency. By focusing this study 

research on university students, the risk of implausible results due to this problem is avoided. 

Other studies in the literature, such as Roccato and Ricolfi (2005) and Church et al. (2003) 

have been using university students as a target group to conduct cross-cultural research, 

measuring both individual and cultural differences.  

The initial phase of the study focuses on the development of a model for applying 

anchoring vignettes in customer satisfaction measurement, in the context of mobile phone 

operators. The seven blocks from the ACSI model were chosen, i.e. Product Quality (PQ), 

Service Quality (SQ), Customer Expectations (CE), Perceived Value (PV), Customer 

Satisfaction (CS), Customer Complaints (CC) and Customer Loyalty (CL). For each block, 

several dimensions were selected as the constructs to investigate the effectiveness of the 

vignette methodology. The dimensions are based on previous customer satisfaction studies 

in the mobile industry context. After a thorough analysis of the literature review, the 

categories were defined from the 13 selected articles. 

After the design of the vignettes, several testing phases are performed as an iterative 

process in order to improve the questionnaire and the quality of the results. The testing 

phases are performed not only with Swedish and Spanish respondents but also university 

students from other nationalities. Once a passing rate is achieved, guaranteeing the stability 

of the vignettes, the final stage of the study is carried out among Spanish and Swedish 

students. The data of the final pilot test is later transformed into a DIF-free parameter (C) 

according to King et al. (2004), by comparing between the ranking of the vignettes (z1, z2) 

and the self-assessment scores (y). A comparative analysis between the Swedish and the 

Spanish students is performed as well as the suitability of the methodology. 
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4.1.- Vignettes development 

During the first phase of the project, the design of the vignettes was developed.  As 

previously mentioned, the design of vignettes should be done carefully to achieve the 

appropriate results. It is important to stress the fact that the main objective of survey design 

is to ensure both response consistency and vignette equivalence (King et al., 2004) instead 

of formulating vignettes without the presence of the DIF factor. 

Consequently, the development of vignettes should strive to achieve a uniform 

understanding by culturally different respondents. To the extent possible, the description of 

the vignettes should contain nothing but essential information concerning the target variable. 

Respondents are expected to identify themselves with the person described in the vignette 

but special attention needs to be devoted to the contextual details, avoiding the introduction 

of extra dimensions which might influence respondent’s answers. 

Therefore, the main goal when writing the vignette’s description is to maintain the 

actual level of the target attribute, while adapting the contextual information to each 

respondent’s profile. Respondents should identify themselves with the vignettes characters. 

By avoiding unnecessary and misleading information, such as the sex or the age, the 

Differential Item Functioning (DIF) remains unchanged because respondents would find it 

easier to response in the same way to both the vignettes and the self-assessment questions, 

i.e. response consistency. 

As a consequence, the sex of the vignettes’ characters constitutes a conflictive point 

when writing the description of the vignettes. Indeed, previous studies have shown that the 

gender of the vignettes character might influence the rating results (Jürges & Winter, 2013). 

In theory, it is suggested that the gender should be identical to the one of the respondent. 

This might be done in future research by dynamically adjusting vignettes to the attributes of 

the respondents. In other words, each respondent is given customized vignettes based on the 

personal information they provide. For practical reasons, in this research study adaptive 

vignettes are avoided. Nevertheless, to not influence the ranking of the vignettes, the sex of 

the persons described in each of the dimensions measured remains equal in both vignettes. 

Additionally, the names are adjusted in the final pilot study to suit the context of each 

country. Previous surveys have already used the same vignettes to all respondents (Grol-

Prokopczyk, 2014), without adjusting the sex of the vignettes characters to be the same as 

the respondent.  

In attempt to positively influence the response consistency, the names of the characters 

described in the vignettes were culturally adapted. The name selection was made on the basis 

of the top-100 most common names list on 2016, extracted from the Spanish (National 

Institute of Statistic, 2016) and Swedish census (Statistiska Centralbyrån, 2016), 

respectively.  
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The number of vignettes selected for this research study is two in each block. Including 

more vignettes could have provided additional information but it also increases the 

likelihood of obtaining inconsistencies in the ranking results (King & Wand, 2007). Using 

only one vignette was discarded because it requires a tedious design process of the self-

assessment question. In an attempt to enhance the response rate, the final decision was to 

use two vignettes per block, avoiding further exacerbation of the lengthy and demanding 

questionnaire. This choice is consistent with the main purpose of the research, i.e. the 

analysis of the vignette methodology itself. Whereas one of the vignettes attempts to 

represent a “good scenario”, the other one refers to a “bad scenario” (Cronemeyr & 

Poksinska, 2017). 

The non-parametric method (King, 2004) is selected in this study research due to its 

simplicity. The underlying idea of this approach is to mathematically convert the self-

assessment results into a comparable parameter based on the relative rating between the self-

assessment questions and the vignettes. The mathematical procedure of the non-parametric 

method is explained in the previous section, table 2.  

The ACSI model framework constitutes the starting point for selecting the customer 

satisfaction dimensions. Therefore, customer expectations, perceived quality, perceived 

value, customer satisfaction, customer complaints and customer loyalty are the six blocks 

analysed in this research study. From the literature review of studies regarding customer 

satisfaction in the context of mobile phone service operators (Gerpott et al.,2001; Lim et 

al., 2006; Cheng & Cheng, 2012), different dimensions were identified, in each of the ACSI 

blocks, as the constructs for the vignette development. In the table below, the customer 

satisfaction ACSI blocks and their related selected constructs are shown. 

ACSI block Constructs 

Product Quality (PQ) 

Pricing structure 

Billing system 

Network quality 

Additional services 

Service Quality (SQ) 

Customer service availability 

Staff skills 

Staff attitude 

Customer Expectations (CE) 

Quality 

Customer service 

Personal requirements 

Reliability 
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Perceived Value (PV) 
Relationship between prices and the received 

quality-service 

Customer Satisfaction (CS) 

Overall satisfaction 

Exceeding vs not meeting customer’s 

expectations 

Comparability with the ideal mobile service 

operator 

 

Customer Complaints (CC) 

Frequency of complaints 

Ease of processing 

Handling of complaints 

 

Customer Loyalty (CL) 

Intention to stay vs intention to terminate the 

contract 

Positive feelings 

Intention to recommend 

Price tolerance 

 

Table 3. ACSI blocks and the constructs selected from literature review for the vignettes development 

Consequently, the development of vignettes is a very important step to achieve a 

reliable survey method. Nevertheless, the initial design of the vignettes is not definitive, 

testing and revision procedures are essential to ensure the stability of the vignettes (Kind & 

Wand, 2007). Indeed, the development of the vignettes in this research study was done 

iteratively and it took several versions before the final vignettes were designed.  

In the context of customer satisfaction surveys, it has been claimed that point scales 

are more suitable than Likert-type scales since they allow respondents to make a more 

accurate judgment (Fornell et al., 1996). Specifically, a continuous scale from 0 (very poor) 

to 100 (excellent) was selected for the assessment of the vignettes in this study. This allows 

respondents to freely position themselves on the scale, although results are collected as 

natural numbers. 
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Figure 11. Rating of vignettes and self-assessment questions on the continuous scale 

Positioning the vignettes at the ends of the scale should be avoided, i.e. vignettes 

should neither be extremely bad neither extremely good. The reason behind is to give 

respondents the option to place themselves either higher or lower than both vignettes.  

Response equivalence is measured in this research study by calculating the percentage 

of respondents rating the set of vignettes in the right order. A pass rate higher than 90% is 

established to ensure response equivalence assumption (Poksinska & Cronemeyr, 2017). 

In this stage of the research, it is necessary to observe and assess in detail how 

respondents react to the methodology as well as collect comments from the individuals to 

improve the design of the vignettes before testing them out. In this early stage, difficulties 

were already identified regarding the unfamiliarity with the methodology and the more 

demanding effort from the respondent. The questionnaire was perceived as uncommon and 

strange as well as many respondents complained about its length. Rewording of the stories 

described in the vignettes as well as structural modifications were made based on both the 

experimental observation of the respondent’s interaction and the results obtained. 

4.2.- Testing of the vignettes 

One of the most challenging aspects regarding the development of the vignettes is to 

capture the essence of the target attribute while keeping the vignette description short (Van 

Soest et al., 2007).  High accuracy is required due to the sensitivity of the results to minor 

changes. Therefore, the descriptions must be complete, guaranteeing vignette equivalence. 

In other words, the text descriptions should not give rise to doubts concerning different 

possible interpretations. Since achieving both clarity and concision is a tedious task, an 

experimental environment is required (Kapteyn et al., 2011) before their practical usage. 

Therefore, several testing phases were required before the pilot test was carried out.  
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The employment of an online platform was selected to conduct the testing phases, 

where invitations for the survey were sent via e-mail. The purpose of this stage is to 

guarantee stables vignettes for the final comparative study between the two countries. 

Therefore, only the English version of the vignettes were included in the questionnaire. 

Moreover, respondents were given the possibility to give additional comments in each of the 

blocks to collect feedback information for the posterior adjustment of the vignettes.  

The two vignettes are displayed in random order. Ordering the vignettes according to 

the “good scenario” followed by the “bad scenario”, might lead the respondents to repeat the 

same pattern through the survey, affecting negatively the results.  

4.2.1.- Vignettes testing I  

The testing of the vignettes was done in two different stages. Initially, only Swedish 

students from the University of Linköping were asked to test the vignettes from March to 

April 2017. The vignettes were first developed and tested in English. In the first testing 

phase, 20 students completed the questionnaire, mainly students from the course “Quality 

Management” (TMQU46). Half of the students were female and only 22% of the 

respondents lived abroad longer than one year. The total response rate of this stage was very 

low. Despite the questionnaire was sent out to 95 students, only 24% answered the survey, 

being 3 incomplete responses. The results from the testing phase I, corresponding to the 20 

complete responses, are summarised in the table below. The data provided is based on a 0-

100 scale.  

Customer Satisfaction Block 
Pass 
rate 

Vignette Mean  SD 
Extreme 
values 

Product Quality (PQ) 89% 
GV 42,06 17,21 0% 

BV 24,28 7,75 0% 

Service Quality (SQ) 100% 
GV2 83,39 12,31 15% 

BV2 13,56 14,13 35% 

Perceived Value (PV) 100% 
GV3 58,28 11,60 0% 

BV3 33,50 15,14 5% 

Customer Satisfaction (CS) 100% 
GV4 66,61 15,15 5% 

BV4 23,00 13,49 15% 

Customer Complaints (CC) 100% 
GV5 57,94 16,46 0% 

BV5 12,67 10,54 40% 

Customer Loyalty (CL) 84% 
GV6 79,56 16,87 25% 

BV6 37,72 21,44 5% 

Table 4. Results from vignette testing I 
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The results were statistically analysed and changes were done accordingly. A pass rate 

of 90% was achieved in the SQ, PV, CS and CC blocks. Nevertheless, the pass rate in both 

the Product Quality and the Customer Loyalty was lower than the target value.  

Simple summary statistics were generated to mathematically analysed the results of 

this stage. The mean provides a quick description of the results. The arithmetic mean 

indicates the average of all responses, giving an indication of the general score in each 

vignette block.  

In general, the mean values of the good vignettes seem to be quite low, half of the good 

vignettes have average values lower than 60.  The target values are situated in the interval 

of 60-70. Furthermore, the mean differences between the two vignettes were considered too 

narrow.  

The standard deviation is a statistical measure of dispersion. It shows the spread of the 

variation of the responses, i.e. how widely dispersed the data are around the average. The 

higher the standard deviation, the greater the variance, i.e. the responses are spread out. 

Therefore, high standard deviation values are not desired since they might represent that 

some vignette constructs are understood differently among the respondents, requiring further 

revision. 

 It is also worth mentioning that extreme values are not wanted. As previously 

mentioned, it is not aimed that vignettes are rated at the end of the score since respondents 

might be able to rate their own customer experiences either higher or lower than both 

vignettes. Values higher than 90 or lower than 10 are considered as outliers and therefore 

are intended to be avoided.  In addition, extreme values might affect considerably the 

statistical results, i.e. the pass rate, mean and standard deviation; especially in small 

samplings of data like the ones of this study.  

Consequently, small changes were made in order to increase the stability of the results 

and avoid extreme values. Due to the low mean value and the high standard deviation, the 

good vignette of Product Quality is modified to aim for higher scores. In the Service Quality 

block, both vignettes were rated close to the ends of the scale. Therefore, adjustments to 

worsen the good vignette scenario and to enhance the bad scenario are implemented before 

the next testing stage. The vignette describing the bad customer complaints scenario is also 

reformulated to both increase the average scores and to avoid extreme low values in the 

following phases. Similarly, the good vignette scenario of the perceived value block is 

reworded to increase the mean value. 

As an illustrative example, the rewording of the bad vignette of the Service Quality 

block is shown below: 
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Figure 12. Bad Vignette scenario of the Service Quality Block. Updated version after testing phase I 

4.2.2.- Vignettes testing II 

After the revision of the vignettes a second testing phase was carried out. In this stage 

of the study, the vignettes were tested by international students from the University of 

Linköping, mainly from the courses “Six Sigma” (TMQU04) and “Swedish for foreign 

students” (THSV09).  

Nationality Percentage 

Canada 3% 

Austria 3% 

France 8% 

Germany 13% 

India 15% 

Italy 5% 

Spain 38% 

Sweden 10% 

Switzerland 3% 

United Kingdom 5% 

Table 5. Nationalities of survey respondents. Testing phase II 

Due to the low response rate from the previous phase, the questionnaire was sent to 

127 students. Despite 48 % of the students undertook the study, only 31% of the responses 

were complete. The length of the questionnaire combined with the complexity and 

unfamiliarity with this methodology might be the reasons behind such a big amount of 

incomplete responses. Nevertheless, the lack of comments and feedback from the 

respondents inhibits to verify the validity of this assumption.  

Original vignette

Mike is a tourism student who works part-time as a trip organizer. His work 

requires that he travels abroad from time to time with the tourgroups. Mike pays 

for one of the most expensive mobile subscriptions but he gets free roaming 

inside Europe. The call quality is good, though sometimes he gets problems with 

network connection. The customer service is helpful but the waiting time for the 

call center is long.

Vignette after testing I

Mike studies tourism and works part-time as a trip organizer. Mike's work 

requires that he travels abroad from time to time with the tour groups. Mike 

selected an expensive subscription but he gets free roaming inside Europe . The 

call quality is good but sometimes the internet connection is slightly slower. The 

customer service is very helpful but the waiting time can be long.
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As shown in the table below, respondents from ten different nationalities ranked the 

vignettes during this testing phase. The Spanish nationality has the greater influence on the 

statistical results, with a participation percentage larger than one third of the sampling.   

The statistical results from this testing phase are summarised in the table below. In this 

stage, the pass rates for the vignettes in Product Quality (PQ) and Customer Loyalty (CL) 

improved, achieving in all the categories the target value of 90%.  

Customer Satisfaction 
Block 

Pass 
rate 

Vignette Mean  SD 
Extreme 
values 

Product Quality (PQ) 97% 
GV 67,39 17,92 0% 

BV 22,61 14,36 8% 

Service Quality (SQ) 97% 
GV2 75,45 19,23 18% 

BV2 19,63 17,44 34% 

Perceived Value (PV) 97% 
GV3 54,84 16,61 0% 

BV3 28,42 15,05 11% 

Customer Satisfaction (CS) 95% 
GV4 63,82 14,68 0% 

BV4 21,61 15,52 26% 

Customer Complaints (CC) 95% 
GV5 60,37 20,57 11% 

BV5 20,42 15,86 29% 

Customer Loyalty (CL) 90% 
GV6 73,95 18,26 18% 

BV6 40,76 22,63 5% 

Table 6. Results from vignettes testing II 

In the following graphs, a comparative analysis between the two testing phases is 

illustrated. The mean values are displayed on a bar chart whereas the standard deviation of 

the two tests are presented as a line chart.  
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Figure 13. Comparative analysis of the testing phases. Results separated by vignettes 

 

It can be seen from the numerical results, that the adjustments made after the first 

testing phase improved the rating of the vignettes. A higher average value of the good 

vignettes scenario in the Product Quality can be observed. In addition, the narrow gap 

between the two vignettes in the Service Quality dimension is widened. However, a slightly 

lower average value resulted in the good vignette scenario of the Perceived Value dimension. 

It can be inferred that the rewording made in this category lead the respondents to give a 

worse score to the bad vignette scenario instead of ranking the vignette I higher.  

On the other hand, the standard deviation in almost all the categories increased. Since 

respondents from different nationalities took part in this testing phase, the dispersion and 

variation of the responses might be due to cultural factors. By analysing the responses of 

only Swedish students, the standard deviation either decreases or remains unaffected.  

Nevertheless, comparing the results of different sample sizes should be done carefully. 

Consequently, a degree of caution is required for the final pilot test since vignette 

equivalence might be violated, increasing the probability of obtaining unreliable results. If 

this is indeed the case, the variability in the results is caused by different understanding of 

the actual level of the variable represented in each block.  

Due to the fact that the vignettes are quite stable, no modifications previous to the final 

pilot test are undertaken. 
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4.3.- Final Test 

The final test is the most critical stage of the project. Cross-cultural research commonly 

encounters hindrances such as low response rates or survey equivalence (Harzing, 2001; 

Rao, 2009).  

The final test was carried out during the month of May. In this stage of the study, 

students from the Polytechnic School of Engineering in Gijón and the University of 

Linköping were selected to perform the comparative analysis. In an attempt to achieve a 

similar profile among the respondents, avoiding adding variability in the results, only 

students from the Engineering program were invited to participate in the Swedish 

questionnaire.  

One of the decisions to be taken by the researcher, prior the final test, is the order of 

the questions in the survey. Indeed, the interpretation, and therefore the corresponding 

response, of a certain survey question is highly influenced by the previous ones (Schwarz, 

1999). There is no clear consensus in the literature on what the optimal order should be.  

On the one hand, some researchers in the field of anchoring vignettes have suggested 

to ask the self-assessment questions prior the rating of the vignettes (King, 2004). The 

underlying reason supporting this argument is to avoid enhancing survey priming (Buckley, 

2008). Another argument in favour of this question order is that although theoretically, 

individuals are meant to having internalised the vignettes information before answering the 

self-assessment question, this might be unrealistic in practise. 

On the other hand, presenting the vignettes to the respondents prior the self-assessment 

questions has lately been proposed as a way to increase the efficiency of this methodology. 

Indeed, previous studies have achieved improvements in the obtained results when placing 

the vignettes first (Hopkins & King, 2008). By introducing the vignettes first, the 

respondents are given a reference frame, helping them to position themselves on the scale. 

Moreover, it might assist with the understanding of the concepts asked (Gerber et al., 1996; 

Hopkins & King, 2010). This option is the one chosen in this research study, the self-

assessment questions are placed immediately after the corresponding vignettes. Respondents 

were asked to make their evaluations on a point scale between 0 and 100.  

The questionnaire, both the vignettes and the self-assessment questions, was first 

developed in English and then translated accordingly into Spanish and Swedish by the 

researcher. To ensure the accuracy of the translations the help of a Swedish student was 

required. Regarding the Spanish questionnaire, a final review from another Spanish student 

was carried out in order to ensure the most accurate translation possible to avoid a negative 

influence in the results of this cross-cultural study. 
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For the Spanish study, the researcher requested the Director of the Polytechnic School 

of Engineering in Gijón to invite the respondents directly via e-mail. The support of an 

influential figure might be the reason for enhancing the response rate, achieving 50 

completed responses within a period of five days. Moreover, the fact that the researcher of 

the study belongs to that university might have also had a positive impact on the response 

rate. Since Spain has a IDV index equal to 51, it can be regarded as a quite collectivist 

society; individuals might be more willing to contribute in the research of someone from 

their own group. 

On the other hand, achieving a decent response rate among the Swedish students 

constituted an issue. To achieve an acceptable number of answers, the target group was 

broadened. Therefore, students from the following courses were asked to participate in the 

study: “Logistik och kvalitetsutveckling” (TETS44), “Ekonomisk analys:besluts-och 

finansiell metodik” (TPPE24), “Logistik och kvalitet inom vården” (TETS56), ” Process och 

implementering” (TDEI21).  
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5.- FINDINGS 

This chapter describes the findings obtained from the statistical analysis of the results, 

regarding the vignette methodology and the linkages between the dimensions of the ACSI 

model.  

The statistical results from the final testing study are summarised in the tables below. 

A total number of 51 completed responses was achieved in the Spanish study whereas 42 

completed responses were collected in the Swedish questionnaire. The average time to 

complete the questionnaire is similar in both countries, 8-9 minutes. The majority of the 

respondents were aged between 21 and 25, at a rate of 75% and 93%, respectively. The 

predominant sex group is the male one in both studies. Nevertheless, a more equitable 

participation is observed in the Mediterranean country, with a female participation equal to 

47%.  Additionally, only 10% and 18% of the respondents state having living abroad during 

a period longer than one year.  

The collected results are summarised in the tables below, distinguishing between the 

Spanish and the Swedish questionnaire. The data provided is based on a 0-100 scale.  

Customer Satisfaction Block 
Pass 
rate 

Vignette Mean  SD 
Extreme 
values 

Product Quality (PQ) 98% 

GV 68,51 17,40 0% 

BV 27,33 16,73 13% 

SA 65,45 17,08   

Service Quality (SQ) 100% 

GV2 80,04 13,69 15% 

BV2 18,33 13,42 25% 

SA2 60,96 21,73   

Perceived Value (PV) 98% 

GV3 54,22 16,69 0% 

BV3 21,63 15,03 19% 

SA3 64,33 19,37   

Customer Satisfaction (CS) 100% 

GV4 64,39 15,38 8% 

BV4 18,49 12,95 19% 

SA4 67,10 16,32   

Customer Complaints (CC) 100% 

GV5 50,12 19,53 0% 

BV5 19,92 15,65 27% 

SA5 47,08 16,62   

Customer Loyalty (CL) 96% 

GV6 75,10 13,15 12% 

BV6 39,90 18,35 6% 

SA6 56,00 20,76   

Table 7. Results from the Spanish questionnaire 
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Customer Satisfaction Block 
Pass 
rate 

Vignette Mean  SD 
Extreme 
values 

Product Quality (PQ) 95% 

GV 63,55 21,08 0% 

BV 27,50 15,40 7% 

SA 70,90 14,45   

Service Quality (SQ) 95% 

GV2 74,83 24,22 24% 

BV2 22,25 17,90 26% 

SA2 55,08 15,41   

Perceived Value (PV) 98% 

GV3 55,40 17,48 0% 

BV3 26,55 14,23 14% 

SA3 63,53 20,23   

Customer Satisfaction (CS) 98% 

GV4 65,03 18,73 7% 

BV4 21,68 11,24 14% 

SA4 71,03 16,81   

Customer Complaints (CC) 98% 

GV5 52,63 21,64 2% 

BV5 17,15 14,20 31% 

SA5 50,13 15,23   

Customer Loyalty (CL) 93% 

GV6 78,95 17,98 24% 

BV6 44,10 21,99 5% 

SA6 59,80 25,46   

Table 8. Results from the Swedish questionnaire. 

The target pass rate value of 90% is achieved in all the categories in both studies. 

Nevertheless, it is important to highlight the presence, in both studies, of a high percentage 

of extreme values in the bad vignette of the Service Quality and Customer Complaints block. 

This might indicate that the design of those vignettes is not very robust and reliable. Better 

results could have been achieved if a rewording was performed after the testing phase II, 

describing a slightly better bad scenario.  

5.1.- Data transformation 

A mathematical procedure is carried out to transform the self-assessment responses 

into DIF-free parameters C. A comparison analysis between both distributions is performed 

to evaluate the reliability of the vignette methodology.  

It is important to highlight that the comparison analysis is performed in relative terms, 

i.e. percentages, since the number of the responses is unequal in the two distributions.   

The mathematical procedure is based on the methodology developed by Gary King 

(King & Wand, 2007). Nevertheless, the methodology is adjusted according to the features 

of this study, i.e. a 100-point scale.  

In the following paragraphs a more exhaustive analysis of each of the ACSI blocks is 

performed. The figures show both the absolute self-assessment results (X) obtained directly 
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from the questionnaires and the relative responses 

(C), free of the interpersonal factor.  Whereas the 

customers’ evaluations are reported on a 100-point 

scale, the results are presented on a 5-point scale to 

enable comparisons with the DIF-free parameter C.  

 

Regarding the Product Quality (PQ) 

dimension, most respondents from both countries 

have a positive image of the PQ provided by their 

mobile phone operators. The average scores from 

the absolute responses are PQxsw =4,02 and PQxsp=3,76.  

Evaluating the Swedish results, 35% of the responses were upgraded after the data 

transformation (C>X) whereas only 25% was 

worsen (C<X).  

On the contrary, in the case of Spain, the 

amount of self-assessment responses that are placed 

closer to the right end of the scale equals the 

percentage of those ones that are shifted towards 

lower scores. The large majority of the responses, 

53% do not experience any variation after the 

transformation process (C=X).  

In both cases, the average values for the 

relative responses are slightly higher than the mean 

values for the absolute responses; PQcsw =4,17 and PQcsp=3,84. Therefore, it can be inferred 

that the transformation provides a slightly more positive perception of the Product Quality.  

The two distributions of the Service Quality 

(SQ) dimension results show a central tendency, 

more pronounced in the Swedish study. The 

average scores from the absolute responses are 

SQxsw =3,24 and SQxsp=3,51.  

In the case of Sweden, this central tendency 

is enhanced by the transformation proccess. The 

average value for the relative responses is slightly 

lower; SQcsw =3,11 while the degree of dispersion 

is significantly increased, from a value of 0,69 to 

0,86. In this dimension, only 23% of the responses 

were upgraded after the data transformation (C>X) 
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Figure 14. Absolute (X) and relative responses 
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Figure 16. Absolute (X) and relative responses 

(C):  Sweden, Service Quality 
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whereas 30% was worsen (C<X). It is important 

to highlight that 10% of the Swedish students who 

rated the Service Quality of their operator as 

average (X=3) perceive the SQ of their operator 

lower than the scenario described in the bad 

vignette (C=1). 

On the contrary, evaluating the Spanish 

results, the transformation process does not affect 

59% of the data (C=X); only 14% of the responses 

have been increased (C>X). This results in a 

slightly lower average value SQcsp =3,39.  In the 

opposite manner to the Swedish study, the 

transformation process decreases the degree of data dispersion, from a value of 1,1 to 0,80. 

Therefore, the average value is more 

representative in the distribution of the 

transformed data. 

More distinguishable variations after the 

transformation process are observable in the 

Perceived Value (PV) block.  

Among the Swedish students, 40% of the 

responses have been increased (C>X) whereas 

60% do not experience any variation. Therefore, 

no response has been decreased by the DIF 

correction. More than half of the answers received 

the highest relative value (C=5). This implies that 

most of the Swedish respondents consider that the value for money ratio offer by their mobile 

phone operator is better than the situation 

described in the good vignette scenario included 

in the questionnaire.  

Analysing the Spanish results,  the mean 

value of the absolute self-assessment responses is 

similar to the value obtained in the Swedish 

questionnaire (PVxsw =3,67 > PVxsp=3,65). 

Nevertheless, after the transformation process, a 

higher mean value is obtained among the Spanish 

respondents (PVcsw =4,14 < PVcsp=4,29). Indeed, 

51% of the responses have been increased, 69% of 

which receive the highest DIF-free value (C=5). 
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Figure 17. Absolute (X) and relative responses 

(C):  Spain, Service Quality 

Figure 18. Absolute (X) and relative responses 

(C):  Sweden, Perceived Value 

Figure 19. Absolute (X) and relative responses 

(C):  Spain, Perceived Value 
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This implies that 35% of the respondents who 

evaluate the quality-price ratio of their operators in 

the central area of the scale (X=2, 3, 4), have a 

better perception of their operator regarding this 

dimension than the good vignette scenario. Caution 

is required in the interpretation of the results of this 

dimension since the gap between the rating of the 

two vignettes, i.e. bad vignette and good vignette, 

is narrow.  

The Customer Satisfaction (CS) block is the 

centrepiece of the study. The ACSI dimensions 

explained above are regarded as the antecedents of the this construct. The mean averages of 

the absolute responses (CSxsw = 4 and CSxsp=3,80) are increased after the transformation 

process (CScsw = 4,26 and CScsp=4,16). Therefore, 

it can be said that this data correction enhances the 

positive attitude of the customers in both countries, 

resulting in higher levels of satisfaction. Most self-

assessment responses fall into the 4 and 5 

categories, in both absolute and relative scales. 

Indeed, it is remarkable that after the data 

correction, the poor levels of customer satisfaction 

disappear from the distribution (C=1 or 2). 

Consequently, it seems like customers from both 

countries tend to rate their level of satisfaction 

lower than the actual level.  

In the case of Sweden, 85% of the absolute responses correspond to the higher 

categories of the DIF-free scale (C= 4 or 5). Among the Spanish respondents, the level of 

satisfaction with the mobile phone operators is 

lower, 74% (C=4 or 5). 

Following the ACSI model, the consequences 

of Customer Satisfaction are reflected in Customer 

Complaints and Customer Loyalty.  

Concerning the Customer Complaints block, 

38% of the Swedish students expressed having 

complained to their corresponding mobile phone 

operator, a percentage which becomes higher 

among Spanish respondents, 47%. Therefore, it is 
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Figure 20. Absolute (X) and relative responses 

(C):  Sweden, Customer Satisfaction 

Figure 22. Absolute (X) and relative responses 

(C):  Spain, Customer Satisfaction 
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(C):  Spain, Customer Satisfaction 

Figure 23 Absolute (X) and relative responses 

(C):  Sweden, Customer Complaints 
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important to highlight that the reliability of the 

results in this dimension is weaker due to the lower 

amount of self-assessment responses.  

Students from both countries assess their own 

complaint handling experiences more negatively 

than the other ACSI blocks. This is observable in 

the mean values of the absolute responses 

distributions (CCxsw = 3 and CCxsp=2,81).  

This can be easily observable in the Swedish 

results. Whereas no student gives their complaining 

experiences the highest absolute score (X=5), after the data correction, 50% of the responses 

fall into the highest category (C=5). Therefore, the data correction process provides a more 

positive point of view of their operator’s handling systems, better than the one described in 

the good vignette. Moreover, the dispersion in the relative responses distributions is high. 

Consequently, it seems that the interpersonal differences have a bigger influence in this 

ACSI block. 

The second consequence of the Customer 

Satisfaction is Customer Loyalty (L). As shown in 

the corresponding figures, a high degree of 

dispersion is observable in both the absolute 

responses (X) and the DIF-free data (C).  

In the case of Sweden, 50% of the responses 

were worsen (C<X) whereas only a 3% was 

upgraded (C>X). This results in a lower mean value 

of the relative responses (Lcsw = 2,95). Most 

Swedish respondents assess their loyalty between 

the two vignettes, i.e. poor loyalty scenario and 

strong loyalty scenario (C=3). 

Focusing on the Spanish customers, the 

distribution of corrected data shows a high degree 

of dispersion (SD=1,32). Therefore, the 

interpersonal differences are more observable in 

this dimension. More than a half of the responses do 

not experience any variation due to the 

transformation process (C=X). Nevertheless, the 

mean value in the relative responses is lower (2,88 

= Lcsp < Lxsp = 3,22) since 33% of the responses 

have been decreased (C<X).  

Figure 24. Absolute (X) and relative responses 

(C):  Sweden, Customer Complaints 
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Figure 26. Absolute (X) and relative responses 

(C):  Spain, Customer Complaints 

Figure 27.Absolute (X) and relative responses 

(C):  Spain, Customer Loyalty 
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5.2.- Relationship between the ACSI 

variables 

The ACSI framework is a cause and effect model where Customer Satisfaction is 

regarded as the centrepiece. In this section the relationship between the antecedents and this 

core component is statistically analysed. 

5.2.1.- Antecedents of customer satisfaction 

In the following graphs the relationship between Customer Satisfaction against 

Product Quality, Service Quality and Perceived Value is shown. The plotted data 

corresponds to the self-assessment responses, i.e. 100-point scale. Customer Satisfaction is 

represented in the y-axis as a function of each of the antecedents, represented in the x-axis. 

The analysis is performed separately, distinguishing between the Spanish and the Swedish 

studies. 

 

 

As expected, a positive correlation between the three antecedents and Customer 

Satisfaction is observable. The strongest correlation is found between Product Quality and 

Customer Satisfaction, with a coefficient equal to 0,69. The mathematical meaning behind 

this coefficient is the variation experience by the dependent variable when the independent 

variable is modified one unit. In other words, a unit increment in the Product Quality 

Figure 28 Customer Satisfaction as a function of the ACSI antecedents, Spain 
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positively affects the Customer Satisfaction, which increases by 0,69. Nevertheless, it is 

important to highlight that the values of the coefficient of determination R2 are low. 

Therefore, the regression models only account for 52%, 35% and 51%, respectively; of the 

variability in the total customer satisfaction. 

 

   

Regarding the Swedish results, the expected positive correlation between the three 

antecedents and Customer Satisfaction is observable. Similarly to the Spanish results, the 

strongest correlation is found between Product Quality and Customer Satisfaction. 

Nevertheless, the correlation coefficient is higher. A unit increase in the Product Quality has 

a larger effect on the Customer Satisfaction among the Swedish respondents, i.e. equal to 

0,83. It is important to highlight that the regression model between Customer Satisfaction 

and Service Quality is not representative of the reality since the coefficient of determination 

R2 is extremely low, i.e. very close to zero.  

5.2.2.- Consequences of Customer Satisfaction 

The benefits of achieving loyal customers are innumerable. Therefore, this section is 

dedicated to analyse the linkages between Customer Satisfaction and Customer Loyalty, a 

relationship that has attracted a lot of research attention. Moreover, the relationship between 

Customer Complaints and Loyalty is examined.  

 

Figure 29 Customer Satisfaction as a function of the ACSI antecedents, Sweden 
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As shown in the above graphs, a positive relationship between Custmer Satisfaction 

and Loyalty can be drawn. Nevertheless, as some researchers have already pointed out, 

loyalty can be achieved without customer satisfaction. Indeed, some of the respondents who 

consider themselves as true loyal customers, i.e. they assessed their loyalty with the 

maximum score on the 100-point scale, expressed average levels of satisfaction. The 

opposite case is also observable in the survey sample, i.e. satisfied customers who do not 

consider themselves as loyal. Despite a number of such cases, the results of this study show 

that the general trend is that satisfied customers tend to consider themselves to be more loyal.   

Regarding the linkages between Customer Complaints and Loyalty, no clear pattern 

can be observed from the Swedish results. A slightly positive tendency can be infered from 

the Spanish survey sample. Following the “Exit-voice theory”, those customers who were 

satisfied with the complaint-handling system, reinforced their relationship and attachment to 

their mobile phone operator, expressing higher levels of loyalty. Nevertheless, it is important 

to highlight that the small size of the sample complicate considerably this analysis as well 

as the reliability of the observations made. 
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6.- DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION  

This chapter includes a discussion of the findings obtained as well as potential 

improvements and suggestions for future research. 

6.1.- Discussion 

The aim of this section is to investigate the potential applicability of the vignette 

methodology in order to eliminate the cultural bias presented in cross-cultural customer 

satisfaction studies. In the following paragraphs, a comparison between Sweden and Spain 

is performed, both in term of absolute responses (X) and relative responses (C), i.e. the 

responses obtained after the DIF correction process. 

It can be concluded that the vignette methodology enhances the comparability of the 

survey results between both countries. In both distributions, about half of the responses 

experience variation as a result of the DIF-correction procedure, they were either upgraded 

or worsened in the scale. Therefore, it seems that the interpersonal factor has a significant 

influence in the survey responses regarding the different categories of customer satisfaction. 

The way individuals understand survey questions and the attributes described in them is 

influenced by the unique and distinctive character of each respondent.  

From the graphical and mathematical analysis of the results, it can be stated that the 

Swedish mobile phone operators sector achieves higher satisfaction results than the Spanish 

one, both in absolute and relative terms. Due to the fact that the actual level of the services 

provided by the Swedish operators is technically considered higher quality, the results 

achieved are not surprising. Moreover, this is consistent with the EPSI results, where Sweden 

and Spain and ranked lowest in terms of the customer satisfaction evaluations in the telecom 

industry but the Scandinavian country is placed above the Mediterranean country. 

It is remarkable, however, how the constructs of Service Quality and Perceived Value 

achieve higher results among the Spanish respondents, both in absolute and relative terms. 

Whereas the Service Quality have always achieved the highest-scores in the EPSI studies 

performed in the Mediterranean country, this country stands out for having high prices in 

relation to its European neighbours, although this tendency has lately been changed because 

of the liberalization of the sector. Nevertheless, in this study, the Spanish respondents ranked 

higher the Perceived Value than the Service Quality of their operators, in both scales. 

 Sweden Spain 

 X C X C 

PQ 4,02 4,17 3,76 3,84 

SQ 3,24 3,12 3,51 3,39 
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PV 3,67 4,14 3,65 4,29 

CS 4 4,26 3,8 4,16 

CC 3 3,94 2,81 3,58 

L 3,48 2,95 3,22 2,88 

Table 9 Mean values of the absolute and relative responses, in each of the ACSI categories 

 

 

Figure 31. Comparative analysis between Sweden (sw) and Spain (sp). Absolute (X) and relative (C) responses 

Loyalty is the only ACSI dimension which results in lower mean values in the relative 

responses distributions. Therefore, it can be concluded that, in both countries, customers are 

less attached to their operator than what the absolute self-assessment responses express. 

Nevertheless, this ACSI dimension constituted the most conflictive block during the whole 

testing process. The underlying reason behind might be either the placement of the construct 
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or the degree of abstraction related to this concept. Due to the length and complexity of the 

questionnaire, respondents could have lost their degree of concentration or their active 

attitude gradually through the survey, resulting in less attention paid to the last block, the 

loyalty one. On the other hand, the loyalty vignettes were perceived as strange from many 

respondents, who declared that evaluating someone’s loyalty is subjective and therefore, 

complex.  

 

Figure 32. Absolute (X) and relative responses (C) regarding Product Quality. 

  

Figure 33. Absolute (X) and relative responses (C) regarding Service Quality. 
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Figure 34. Absolute (X) and relative responses (C) regarding Perceived Value. 

 

  

Figure 35. Absolute (X) and relative responses (C) regarding Customer Satisfaction. 
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Figure 36. Absolute (X) and relative responses (C) regarding Customer Complaints. 

  

Figure 37. Absolute (X) and relative responses (C) regarding Customer Loyalty. 
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applicability of the vignette methodology.  In other words, drawing conclusions concerning 

the possibility of employing vignettes to reduce the cultural bias presented in the results. 

To ensure a more accurate translation process, reducing the variability added by the 

researcher in the results, an iterative process of translations and reverse translations can be 

employed. Additionally, the accuracy of the translation process might need to be evaluated 

by linguistic experts.  

One of the main issues addressed by the researcher during these testing phases is the 

low response rate from the respondents. The employment of vignettes in surveys leads to 

more demanding questionnaires, both in terms of length and complexity. Therefore, it is 

important to achieve a balance between the data aimed to be collected, the number of blocks 

or attributes under consideration, the number of vignette selected in each dimension and the 

simplicity of the questionnaire. Due to the fact that the target group of this study was 

university students, devoting some time to evaluate the better approach to enhance the 

response rate would have provided a larger amount of complete responses. The cultural 

background of the respondents needs to be considered when determining the most suitable 

approach.  

6.3.- Future work 

There is a potential use of the vignette methodology in the context of customer 

satisfaction. Nevertheless, further research is still required to draw reliable conclusions since 

the scope of this study is too narrow.  

Regarding the European mobile phone market, a significant change in the market is 

expected in the near future as the result of the end of roaming charges inside the European 

zone, which came into force the 15th June. Consequently, cross-cultural studies would 

become essential in an increasingly homogeneous European market.  

In order to match the attributes of the vignette characters to the profile of each 

respondent, vignettes could be dynamically customised. In other words, each respondent is 

given customised vignettes based on the personal information they provide at the beginning 

of the survey. Based on previous studies, this will enhance response consistency, leading to 

more reliable results.  

The main disadvantage of the vignette methodology is the design of more demanding 

questionnaires because of the increase in both length and complexity. This might negatively 

influence the response rate and the results since respondents are not familiar with this 

methodology. This can be especially tedious among older respondents.  
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As a final conclusion, the potential applicability of the vignette methodology deserves 

further research attention since this survey method might enhance the comparability of the 

results, providing valuable information. 
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